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ABSTRACT

Political Pressure on the National Bank of Slovakia
Peter Kukuk
As the independence of central banks is one of the main requirements for wellfunctioning of an economy according to general economic theory, and one of the main
institutional features of the monetary constitution of the EU, this diploma thesis tries to
find out whether legally independent central banks are also factually independent when
they face political pressure. Firstly, the central bank independence is investigated from
the theoretical point of view within the political business cycle framework. Secondly,
analysis of the political pressure on the National Bank of Slovakia is conducted to
empirically supplement the existing literature. This is accomplished by employing the
Havrilesky (1993) methodology for measuring the political pressure. This methodology
allows the pressure on the Central Bank of Slovakia to be compared with the pressure
on the central banks to which the methodology was already applied, namely – the U.S.
Federal Reserve, the Deutsche Bundesbank and the Czech National Bank. The final and
principal question to answer is whether monetary policy of the National Bank of
Slovakia - the central bank of one of the new EU member states, has been influenced by
political pressure from various interest groups.

Politický tlak na Národnú banku Slovenska
Peter Kukuk
Keďže nezávislosť centrálnych bánk je jednou z hlavných požiadaviek všeobecnej
ekonomickej teórie na zdravé fungovanie ekonomiky, a jednou z významných
inšitucionálnych charakteristík zákona o menovej politike Európskej únie, táto
diplomová práca sa pokúsi zistiť, či formálne nezávislé centrálne banky sú aj de facto
nezávislé, keď čelia politickému tlaku. V prvom rade, nezávislosť centrálnych bánk je
skúmaná z teoretického hľadiska v rámci konceptu podnikateľského politického cyklu.
V druhom rade, je uskutočnená analýza politického tlaku na Národnú banku Slovenska
na doplnenie existujúcej literatúry. Táto analýza sa dosiahne aplikáciou Havrilesky-ho
(1993) metodológie na meranie politického tlaku. Spomínaná metodológia nám ďalej
umožňuje porovnať politický tlak na Národnú banku Slovenska s politickým tlakom na
centrálne banky, na ktoré bola doteraz táto metodológia aplikovaná. A to menovite – na
americkú Federal Reserve, nemeckú Bundesbank a na Českú národnú banku.
Najpodstatnejšia otázka, ktorá má byť zodpovedaná však je, či menová politika
Národnej banky Slovenska - centrálnej banky jednej z nových členských krajín EU,
bola ovplyvnená politickým tlakom rôznych záujmových skupín.
v
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The central banks are required to be independent in their decisions. However, the reality
is often different. This diploma thesis will examine whether the monetary policy of the
National Bank of Slovakia is influenced by political pressure from various influence
groups.
Firstly, existing theories linking political cycle to the economic cycle will be discussed,
including the partisan as well as opportunistic model of political business cycles.
Special attention will be devoted to literature on central bank, mainly the Havrilesky
(1993) approach with the Maier (2002) extension on measuring the political pressure
and support on the central banks.
Secondly, this methodology will be applied on the National bank of Slovakia, following
the Adam Geršl`s (2006) paper - Political Pressure on the Central Banks: The Case of
the Czech National Bank. Consequently, we will look for the reason of the political
pressure and compare the results with the other central banks, namely US Federal
Reserve, Deutsche Bundesbank and the Czech National Bank.
Thirdly, based on the results some econometric tests will examine whether the pressure
exercised on the NBS had influence on the actual monetary policy of the NBS.
This diploma thesis will answer the following questions:
 Has there been any political pressure exercised on the National Bank of
Slovakia?
 Has there been any political support shown to the National Bank of Slovakia?
 If yes, were there any effects on the actual monetary policy of the National Bank
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1. Introduction

„The FED is a prisoner of its independence.“
Paul Samuelson

Independency, freedom to pursue its own goals and uncorruptibility. These were the
ideals behind creation of the first independent central bank when the financial system
seemed to be chaotic and uncontrollable. Since then, many theoretical works and
practical evidence were delivered on the account of central bank`s independence. It was
shown by many that an independent monetary authority grants stability and growth to
the economy. The institution of an independent central bank is seen in the majority of
the developped countries nowadays.
However, the relativity as a scientific principle applies also to an independent central
bank. The independency of the central bank will perhaps always be challenged by
various political groups. The very notion of being political is fundamentally in conflict
with the notion of being independent, and thus, central banks` long-term interests of
economic stability are in conflict with short-term re-election interests of politicians.
Since the monetary policy is a powerful tool to influence macroeconomic variables like
GDP growh, inflation or wage growth, etc., politicians find channels to influence
current monetary policy in line with their interests.
Furthermore, it is technically impossible for a central bank (CB) to be perfectly
detached from the political system. The members of central bank`s board are usually
selected by political meachanisms and appointed by parliament, government or the
president. The central banks legislation which defines the legal environment for the
central bank is formed by legislative bodies.
This diploma thesis investigates the extensive literature on political business cycles in
a search for an appropriate approach to measure and evaluate the political pressure on
the National Bank of Slovakia (NBS). Consequently, a suitable methodology firstly
presented by Havrilesky (1993) and further extended by Maier (2002) is discovered.
The methodology is applied on the National Bank of Slovakia, next to the Federal
1
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Reserve (Fed) – Havrilesky (1993), the Bundesbank – Maier (2002) and the Czech
National Bank (CNB). In the last case the methodology was applied by Geršl (2006)
and modified for the use of small open economies. Our primary goal is to find out
whether there have been any political pressure exercised on the National Bank of
Slovakia and whether the bank has succumbed to it. This methodology also allows for
comparisons of all four central banks in terms of political pressure they faced and their
resposiveness to it.
This diploma thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 1 introduces the topic of this diploma
thesis, Chapter 2 discusses the concept of central bank independence. Chapter 3 surveys

the existing literature on the political business cycles. More specifically, chapter 3.1.1.
closely examines opportunistic PBCs while chapeter 3.1.2. examines partisan PBCs.
Following in chapter 3.2., the extensions to the PBC theories are presented. In Chapter 4
we determine a suitable methodology for the the uses of this diploma thesis (for the
National Bank of Slovakia). In chapter 5, we present our data on pressure signalling
from various political groups for the four different countries (USA, Germany, Slovakia,
the Czech Republic). In Chapter 6, we discuss the role of the support variable. Chapter
7 tries to explain why the political pressure emerged in the Slovak Republic and
Chapter 8 estimates the effect of the political pressure on the NBS. The results are
presented and concluded in Chapter 9. Chapter 10 lists the sources used for the purpose
of this study.

2
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2. Central Bank

Central bank. The heart of the financial system. An institution which is on the one hand
strong and influential while on the other hand very fragile and vulnerable. Its strengths
results from the economic power it posseses. According to Toma & Toma (1986)1 an
autonomous central bank has several functions: it serves as fiscal agent to the
government, as a lender of last resort for financial institutions and most importantly as
regulator and supervisor of the financial system. It is the principal public sector agency
charged with the execution of a country`s monetary policy. Its vulnerabilities result
(controversially) from the institutional independence it has been granted in most
countries and from the pressure political groups exert on an independent central bank
when conflicts arise. Let us have a closer look at these conflicts as they are of key
interest for this study. Maier (2002)2 described the three aspects of the problem:
 Independence – it is a widely discussed topic. Amtenbrink (1999)3 differentiates
several forms of de jure4 independence.
o Institutional independece – stands for the central bank`s power to
formulate monetary policy independently from political institutions and
in particular from an executive government.
o Functional independence – a central bank is free to choose the
instruments necessary in order to reach its objectives. Similarly, it is free
to decide whether and under what circumstances it provides its liquidity.
o Organisational independence – relates to the personnel composition of
the bodies of a central bank and the modalities of the appoitment and
dismissal of the central bank officials. The human factor could pose
a problem to the organisational independence. The central bank`s
officials may seek their own profit. However, Mayer 5 (1990) shows on
the US case that rent-seeking in the narrow economic sense has relatively
little influence on the Federal Reserve`s decision-making about monetary

1 Toma & Toma (1986), p. 199.
2 Maier (2002), pg. 1-2.
3 Amtenbrink F., The Democratic Accountibility of the Central Banks, 1999, 18-23.
4 Later we will examine de facto independence with indicator of independence for countries relevant to this study.
5 Thomas Mayer, The Political Economy of American Monetary Policy, 1990, Melbourne, pg.17.
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policy. Power, prestige, excitement, and fulfillment of a sense of public
duty are much more important motivations for the Fed officials.
o Financial independence – a central bank should have a budget at its own
disposal which is not a subject to the governmental approval.
A high defree of central bank independence (CBI) implies that a central bank
can use its full range of monetary instruments to archive its operating target.
 Conflicts – are situations where either the preferred policies of the government
and the central bank are incompatible or the government wants some policy
implemented while the central bank refuses to comply. Different institutional
arrangements could also trigger conflicts (introduction of a fixed exchange rate
system or a fixed currency – e.g. the Euro).
 Pressure – is applied if the government or other institutions try to force the
central bank to adopt its policy (e.g.: threatening to change the Central Bank
Constitution, signalling in a newspaper). Later, we will look at the various
political groups that exert pressure on the central bank. Some authors assert
there has been little attention paid to the channels through which political
influence operates. We devote limited attention to these channels in this study 6.
Now we have defined the framework for our study. Out of curiosity, one question
remains unanswered. Why would a government deliver monetary policy to an
independent central bank?? Although this question falls outside the scope of this study it
has some relevance.
There are several reasons why the central banks are granted independence (only legal
independence – the reality is often different as will be shown later):
 Firstly, as Posen (1993) shows, central bank independence increases the
credibility to price stability and furnishes a higher priority for fighting inflation.
This in turn reduces inflationary bias which results in lower overall inflation.
This negative correlation between the inflation and the degree of central bank
independence has been shown in many empirical studies. For example, Alesina
(1998) or Hadri & Lockwood & Maloney (1998) confirm this on the data of 18

6

Another expansive research would be needed, we are more interested if there was pressure executed on the central
bank (National Bank of Slovakia) and not by which means was this pressure (if any) executed.
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OECD countries. What is more, Alesina and Summers (1993) show negative
correlation between the central bank independence and the inflation variability.
 Secondly, the advantage of a fully independent central bank is that it is not
influenced by electoral deadlines. The various authors show us (as we will see in
section 3) that government is motivated to stimulate the economy before
elections. So if the central bank was dependent it would be forced to follow
economically undesirable policies. Thus, non-economic influences should have
no impact on central bank`s „optimal“ policy. Besides, governments sometimes
prefere to lower unemployment at the costs of high inflation (e.g.: before
elections). Barro & Gordon (1983) argue that independent central banks have
less incentives to lower unemployment by creating sudden increases in inflation.
 Thirdly, as noted by Havrilesky (1993)7 a reduction in political influence
implies an increase in effective central bank autonomy. This would reduce the
social costs associated with groups who attempt to influence policy, central
bankers who attempt to mask their responsiveness to that influence and private
market participants who seek to gauge that responsiveness. Thus, this reduction
in political efforts frees up resources for more productive use and in turn
increases the economic growth.
 Fourth, Francesco Lippi`s8 (1990) assertion is that under the direct control of
monetary policy by politicians the monetary policy is exposed to excessive
variability which is costly because of the uncertainty it brings into the economy.
Central banks as regulatory agents do not have the last word in deciding on economic
policies. Countries whose legislative processes are characterized by extensive checks
and balances are associated with significantly more legally independent central banks.
Empirical evidence shows that even legally independent central banks accomodate
partially to the government in situations of conflicting interests.
Hereby, we discussed central bank from a theoretical point of view. We positioned the
central bank in the theoretical framework of our problem (Political Pressure on the
National Bank of Slovakia). We have the political groups on the one side, the
independent central bank on the other side, and the conflicting interactions resulting in
pressure on an independent central bank between theses two sides (Chart 1).
7 Havrilesky (1993), p. 23-24.
8 Lippi (1990), p. 1-3
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Chart 1: The pressure from political groups on the independent CB

Now let us have a closer look at the models that describe the other side of the problem –
politicians who try to influence economic conditions favourably for them.
In the rest of this diploma thesis more focus will be devoted to these countries: The
United States of America with the Federal Reserve, Germany with the Bundesbank,
Czech Republic with the Czech National Bank and the Slovak Republic with the
National Bank of Slovakia.
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3. Survey of the literature

The relationships between the politics and macroeconomic policy have fascinated
economists long time ago. Since then, the literature pertaining this subject has recorded
considerable expansion both from the theoretical and empirical point of view. The
central concept of this area of research constitutes the Political Business Cycle (PBC).
The original notion of PBC is attributed to German economist Karl Marx9. The early
beginnings of this theory also associate with name Michael Kalecki, a Polish-born
engineer and economist, who studied the Depression of 1930s.
The PBC approach has two important features:
 voters, who are assumed to maximise their individual utilities;
 the incumbent politicians, who are assumed to implement those policies
that allow them to retain power.
The incumbent politicians stimulate the economy to acquire the maximum number of
votes so as to get re-elected, and this stimulus in turn causes the economy to fluctuate
around its long-run path. It is widely known expansionary monetary and fiscal policy
have popular effects in the short run (tax cuts, falling unemployment and interest rates,
government spending, etc.). However, in the long run these very policies tend to have
directly opposite impacts (rising inflation, distorted trade balance, high government
share on GDP, etc.). So after the elections the incumbent politicians restrict the
monetary and fiscal policy to stabilize the economy. And this results to the artificially
engineered boom and bust sequences labelled as the political business cycles. A
political business cycle is therefore the economy’s fluctuation around its long-run
behaviour generated by the political system Gautier (2003)10. For illustration look at
Chart 2.

9

Connected to the name Karl Marx is a branch of political economy also concerned with economic policy. It is called
Neo-Marxist approach which treats electoral politics as relatively insignificant. The importance is on the „real“
obligations of government in capitalist societes - promoting conditions favourable for private capital accumulation.
This approach neglects the influence of politicians which is on the other hand appealing intuitively and also
empirically. Therefore, authors dedicated limited attention to Neo-Marxist approach and so will do this this.
10
It is impossible to reference the pages as the document was found on the web page in a compact form.
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Chart 2: The Political Business Cycle

Source: Konradi
The political business cycle research tries to explain the cycles within an economy by
endogenous means – by the influence of the incumbent politicians as opposed to the real
business cycle theory which attributes the emergence of the cycles to the exogenous
influences. According to many this endogenous variable approach is more reasonable.
Alternatively, as Konradi (2009)11 notes the political business cycle can be thought as
an additive influence to the naturally occuring real business cycle (RBC), as seen on the
Chart 3.
Chart 3: The distortionary effects of Political Business Cycles

Source: Konradi (2009)
The solid line represents the real business cycle and the dashed line represents the
deviation to the naturally occuring cycle when the political forces come into the
formula. This theoretical concept operates under very strong assumptions that the
business cycle is concurrent with the election cycle and that the two cycles are naturally
11

Konradi (2009), p. 42-43.
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procyclical. More realistically, the business cycle is independent of the election cycle
and the true state of economy could be anything from growth to recession. In the case of
recession the incumbent politicans would still have strong motivation to operatinalize
PBC to minimize negative effects. Although this theoretical approach to the PBC is
unrealistic about its assumptions, its very aim is to barely enrich our view on how to
approach the further research of PBCs.

3.1. Basic division of PBC models

The study of the Political Business Cycles can be divided into two main waves:
Opportunistic/Electoral Models and Partisan Models. Look at Chart 4.

Chart 4: Basic division of PBC theory

In the next chapter these various types of PBC models will be discussed in more detail.
Let us start with a description of an opportunistic political business cycle model with
adaptive voters, which is the natural starting point of whole PBC theory.

9
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3.1.1. The Opportunistic/Electoral models

3.1.1.1. Models with Adaptive, Retrospective voters

The first serious theoretical concept in the study of the PBCs was originally formalized
by Nordhaus (1975). According to Nordhaus the opportunistic incumbent politicians are
only interested in being re-elected. In order to do this they would exploit the wellknown inverse relationship between unemployment and inflation (the Phillips curve).
Following Franzese and Jusko (2005)12 this model could be summarized as follows:
1. Economic actors have adaptive expectations. It means the expected inflation is
based only on past inflation. Thus, the expectations augmented Phillips curve
defines the economy. The expectations augmentation in the sense that only the
deviations from expectations will move the unemployment. Consequently, the
incumbent politicians can influence growth through manipulation of inflation
rate only in the shor- run (not long-run).
2. Voters (electorate) are naïve meaning they favour incumbent politicians who
maintain low inflation and high growth/employment without realising there is
a certain relationship and they weigh recent outcomes more heavily in their
retrospective evaluations.
3. The incumbent politicians:
a. seek reelection;
b. control the Phillips curve stimulatory policies.
Thereby, the incumbent politicians conduct stimulatory policy to improve real outcomes
in pre-electoral periods and contractionary policy in post-election periods to combat the
successing inflation and to prepare to stimulate the economy for the next election. Tufte
applied an interesting murder-mystery analogy on this model: 2. and 3.a. give motive, 1.
gives opportunity and 3.b. gives weapons for the incumbent politicians.
As Gautier (2003) notes, there are three major drawbacks to this approach.

12

Franzese & Jusko (2005), p. 4.
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 First, the voters have to be irrational concerning their inflation expectations and
political candidates` preference. The voter who has lived more than two election
periods must have observed a certain incumbent politician behaved
opportunistically. This voter should have punished such a candidate in the next
election period.
 Second, the model assumes the incumbent politicians control certain monetary
policy instruments which enable them to influence inflation. This assumption is
problematic as the cenral banks in the industrialized countries are thought to be
independent (also institutionally). What is more central bank independence
seems to be highly correlated with maintaing low inflation.
 Third, the fiscal policy is not considered in the model even though empirical
evidence (Alesina et al. 1997, Dranzen 2000) validates its inclusion in the
analysis.

Later theoretical studies including Rogoff (1990), Cukierman &

Meltzer (1986) considered government budget instead of the Phillips curve in
the analysis. A unified extension of this model to macroeconomic policies more
generally was proposed by Drazen (2001), including fiscal and monetary
policies.
The empirical works have been always mixed in this area of research.
At first, there is plenty of empirical studies that mainly support the notion that the
incumbent politicians benefit from favourable economic fundaments. One of the first
empirical works was done by Edward R. Tufte (1978)13; in his seminal work he
analyses the PBCs in the United Stated of America. This study together with Kramer
(1971), Fair (1978), Hibbs (1987) show the validity of this notion for presidential
elections; then again Tufte (1975, 1978) for congressional elections and finally Madsen
(1980), Lewis-Beck (1988) for European democracies. Lewis-Beck (1988) extends
Tufte`s approach to some of the European developed countries (Germany, Italy, France,
Spain and the United Kingdom). The results confirm Tufte`s work, the evidence is
varied though fairly supportive of the existence of economic policy cycles. In the
United States, Alesina et al. (1993) find, notably, that voters reward/punish incumbents
consistently with naïve retrospective voting, rather than rational prospective voting
(linked to rational expectations which will be discussed in the next chapter).

13

See Tufte E. R.: Political Control of the Economy, Princeton, 1978.
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Then, some authors find that the strength of the evidence in support of economic voting
is ambigous. Alt and Chrystal (1983) and Hibbs (1987a) conclude that evidence from
the US or OECD democracies is slightly inconsistent.
These seemingly inconsistent empirical results exhibit a noteworthy pattern. In his very
first study on this subject Nordhaus (1975) found that just 3 of 9 studied countries
exhibit significant electoral cycles but relative significance across countries suggests the
contested elections, strong, unified executives and domestic-policy autonomy induce the
strongest cycles. It has been argued by some authors including Jusko and Frasenze
(2005) that it is important to consider context-conditionality for electoral cycles. They
reason that some of these incosistences in the empirical results could be attributed to the
implicit assumptions of the model. It is reasonable to doubt the assumption that the
incumbent politicians seek reelection equally in all elections and that all economic
policies are equally effective.
Franzese and Jusko (2005)14 further draw attention upon a more serious proposition:
The incumbent politicians will favour policies which are more targetable and timeable
(by incumbents to voters), manipulable (by incumbents), palpable (to voters) and
attributable (by voters, to incumbents). Following Tufte`s research (1978) some
policies which meet these criteria are: direct benefits, such as transfers, tax cuts,
spending increases or delayed cuts and public hiring/firing. Thus, the incumbent
politicians shall prefer these direct instruments to manipulate voters rather than
macroeconomic exploitation of the short-run effects of the Phillips curve.
As noted by Frasenze and Jusko (2005)15 this idea might imply a kind of Ramsey rule
for electoral (and/or partisan as we will see later) manipulation:
„Assuming policies have decreasing marginal political-economic benefits,
incumbents will manipulate all policies in direct proportion to their relative netbenefit elasticities (Franzese 2002a). Simply stated, incumbents will use all
policy tools, in proportion to their effectiveness in satisfying their electoral
goals. More specifically, an electioneering Ramsey Rule implies electoral cycles
in policy composition as well as levels (Mani & Mukand 2000, Chang 2001),

14
15

Franzese & Jusko (2005), p. 6.
Franzese & Jusko (2005), p. 6.
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more-prominent cycles in direct-delivery policies than less-direct policies and
outcomes.“
And really, the empirical evidence in the favour of efficiency of fiscal politicy effects is
more consistent. To present some evidence Tufte`s original research (1978) will be
briefly described following Konradi 16. There are three major contributions to study of
PBC made by Tufte:
 First, he demonstrated historically that the incumbent U.S. presidents
considered economic policy and electoral dates when making decisions about
fiscal policy.
 Second, his work revealed systematic movements in US transfer policies in
accordance with the elections (October and November of the election years).
Accompanying this policy movements was an increase in Tufte`s key studied
variable – real disposable income (RDI). Consult Chart 5 which pictures the
change in the RDI growth and the goverment transfers during the reelection of
Nixon in 1972. There is an abrupt increase in the RDI per capita in the fourth
quarter in 1972 followed by a decline in the post-election period. In spite of the
fact that such a precise timing of this RDI bump is a rarity and may be attributed
to luck, the increased activity in the government transfer payments must have
been invevitably a result of a careful strategic political planning.

16

Konradi (2009), p. 40.
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Chart 5: Transfer Payment Growth in Election Period
(Changes in RDI and Government Transfers in 1972 - 1973)

Source: Konradi (2009)
 Third, Tufte showed some evidence (though weaker) of cyclical movements in
other economic indicators such as GDP growth, unemployment and inflation. He
speculates these variables are more difficult to control inside an administrative
framework because there are strong ties to real economic conditions.

So far we have discussed the opportunistic political business cycle model with adaptive
voters. This model emerged as the first one and served as a benchmark for all the other
models17 which will be discussed in the following text. The empirical results indicate it
is a very controversial topic. Whatsoever the inconsistencies could be caused by the
contextual conditionality – the relative difficulty to measure the extent to which
politicians influence economic policy and/or institutions which are responsible for
controling certain areas of economic policy. 18 Nonetheless there is extensive proof for
the existence of the political business cycles and this reasearch is appealing even
intuitively.

17

These models are aimed to refine some of the limiting assumptions posed by the adaptive PBC.
Due to insufficient explorability of the channels through which politicians execute their influence on economic
policy or due to the lack of knowledge of some channels (specifically, more informal channels).
18
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3.1.1.2. Models with Rational, Prospective voters

The rational opportunistic model deviates from the traditional opportunistic model with
adaptive voters. This model was originally proposed by Persson and Tabellini (1990).
According to Gautier (2003) the model can be described as follows.
Rational opportunistic models include rational behaviour into the analysis in two
dimensions:
 voting is not retrospective but forward-looking,


inflation expectations are rational, they do not depend only on past information
of inflation but on the information available at the time of the election.

Many economists argue voters and other economic actors are rational and forward
looking rather than adaptive and retrospective. The distinction between rational and
adaptive expectations inside the political business cycle concept could be seen in the
macroeconomic model of aggregate supply (AS) and aggregate demand (AD). Konradi
(2009) provides a simple description.
The rational voters under classical Lucas framework anticipate government`s attempt to
increase public spending. The AD curve shifts right followed by an immediate response
in aggregate supply which shifts left and returns the model to full employment, long-run
equilibrium. Voters are not likely to be influenced by short-run economic boosts in the
economy months before elections because they recognize government`s actions as selfinterested and distortionary. Ther result will simply be increased price levels. The
situation is depicted on Chart 6.
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Chart 6: AS-AD under rational expectations

Source: Konradi (2009)
The adaptive expectations under Keynesian framework are more prevalent in PBC
research. Voters here are swayed by pre-election economic policies of the governments
even at the expense of post-election after-effects. The incumbent politicians try to
influence short-term state of the economy and move AD curve to the right. This can be
done through increased public spending, additional transfers or by influencing the
central bank to lower the interest rates19. Because adaptive voters fail to anticipate these
changes the impact of these policies will be felt by voters in the economy for a certain
period of time. Consulting Chart 7, aggregate demand shifts from AD to AD1 and
output shifts up to Y1. The price level is slightly increased, too (P1 to P2).

19

Actually, political influence on lowering central bank`s interest rates is the key methodology in this diploma thesis.
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Chart 7: AS-AD under adaptive expectations

Source: Konradi (2009)
Thus, under rational expectations, voters and other economic actors can foresee
elections and the incentives of incumbent policy-makers, so political business cycles
should not exist or should not have any real effects. This would be true if the incumbent
policy-makers did not posses any informational advantage over voters, so Persson and
Tabellini (1990) introduced a competence factor in their model. The competence factor
together with the information assymetries differentiates governments` ability to handle
the economy.
Consequently the model brings two important results:
 First, as long as the incumbent policy maker is competent, he will generate
political business cycle. The electorate (voters) observe competence with one
period lag, therefore the incumbent policy-maker is motivated to stimulate
growth prior to elections in order to be deemed as a competent candidate.
 Second, according to the assumption of the rationality, it is rational for the
electorate to consider the state of the economy during elections because it hints
at policymaker`s competence.
There are however some setbacks to the model. The timing of the events is set to obtain
smooth and precise political economic cycles. This may not be very realistic but
Persson and Tabellini argue that incumbent policy-makers have direct control of
17
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inflation. The timing assumption makes it more difficult for the voters to observe
inflation because no monetary signalling is being used. The authors argue that growth
(or unemployment) is more readily observable than inflation.
Direct control of inflation by incumbent policy-makers is still a considerably strong
assumption. Inflation maneuvring is achieved by use of monetary means. Similarly,
inflation stabilisation is being one of the primary concerns of the central banks in most
countries. The central banks are granted a high degree of independence (at least
institutionally). Therefore it is doubted that incumbent policy-makers keep direct
control of the inflation.
Franseze and Jusko (2005)20 note that empirical research does not contradict rational
expectations PBCs with competence factor. Evidently, the cycles seem less regular and
smaller than in adaptive expectations models. However, the evidence is incosistent with
rational retrospective voting as shown in Alesina et al. (1993).
Summarizing, the Competence Rational Expectations Political Business Cycle model by
Persson & Tabellini produces short-lived cycles caused by information assymetries
based on the timing assumptions. The cycle is characterised by an economic expansion
prior to elections not followed by a recession afterwards which is in contrast with the
traditional opportunistic PBC (with adaptive expectations).
Hereby, we discussed the opportunistic models with different assumptions about the
voters` expectations. From the practical point of view, when considering transition
countries like the Slovak Republic the most relevant to the reality would be models
somewhere in between, with voters of mixed expectations. Similarly to the study of
Philippines by Y. Chan (2005) 21 the majority of the voters are not rational and are even
hardly aware of the economic fundaments of their country (due to lack of interest,
economic education, etc.). Their political preferences are mostly driven by media appeal
of the individual candidates and other personal factors. So for the sake of genuineness,
the PBC model with majority of adaptive citizens and minority of rational citizens
would be at place.

20
21

Franzese & Jusko (2005), p. 9.
Chan (2005), p. 15.
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3.1.2. The Partisan models

3.1.2.1. Models with Adaptive, Retrospective voters

The first notion of partisanship in PBC was presented in Hotelling-Downs-Black (1929,
1957, 1958) model. They considered two parties which build their reputations on
distinct political preferences. They speculated how different political preferences would
interact with the median voter. Following Franzese & Jusko (2005) 22, at first, a two
parties, no entry and one-stage games (no re-election) were examined. The study was
further extended to repeated games where the political candidates can build respective
reputations.
However, the first thorough analysis was presented by political economist Douglas
Hibbs (1977). Following Gautier`s (2003) description, Hibb`s partisan models assume
a two-party political system where each party has different preferences about economic
policy:
 The right-wing party is concerned more about the inflation,
 while the left-wing party cares more about the unemployment and growth.
Therefore, the macroeconomic fluctuations are caused by different party preferences
(considering the movements along the Phillips curve). Another difference from the
opportunistic model is that the key actors of the model are no longer political candidates
but the voters. Each voter is to choose an appropriate candidate who better suits him
according to the party`s preferences about economic policy. Similarly to the traditional
(opportunistic) model with adaptive expectations, the partisan models are described by
three criteria23:
1. The economic actors are adaptive and the economy is defined by the augmented
Phillips curve.
2. Voters are naïve in the evaluations of the candidates` performance.
3. Candidates maximise their objective functions (seek re-election).

22
23

Franzese and Jusko (2005), p. 11.
See page 10.
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For a more technical insight, Hibbs (1977) considers two parties: L (left-wing or
Democrat in the U.S.) and R (right-wing or Republican in the U.S.). If party L wins
elections there should be a decrease in unemployment (and increase in inflation) and if
party R wins elections the situation should be directly opposite (decrease in inflation
and increase in unemployment).
The partisan differentiation is intuitively appealing and also demonstrated empirically.
Hibbs (1987a) shows that lower classes (by occupation, income and position in societal
hierarchy) are exposed to more cyclical unemployment risk, and tax and transfer
systems only partly eliminate this risk. So the unemployment`s aggregate costs are quite
a threat to the lower classes while there is no evidence that inflation harms any real
aggregates in which lower classes might be interested. The negative effects of inflation
show up in profitability, capital and stock returns. Therefore, the upper classes are more
inflation averse and objectively face less unemployments risk. The upper classes will
dislike inflation more than unemployment in contrast to the lower classes.
The preferences of the parties may not be strictly extreme. The parties may converge
towards the middle voter in an attempt to win elections24. Each party sets an inflationunemployment target25 which signals its preferences. Naturally, the parties win votes
depending on the degree of similarites between parties` and voters` preferences. Thus,
the political business cycle is generated by the uncertainty of the electoral results.
Franzese & Jusko (2005)26 conclude there is an extensive evidence for partisan cycles
relative to the electoral cycles discussed previously. Hibbs (1877, 1987a) finds there is
1.5%-2% higher unemployment and 5.3%-6.2% lower real growth under Republican
administrations than under Democratic ones in the United States. Furthermore,
Democrats contributed 60±% of the 1948-78 reduction in 20/40-ratio income-inequality.
Hibbs (1987b), Paldman (1989), and others find supporting evidence for broader OECD
samples. Alesina and his various colleagues also confirms existence of partisan-cycles
in the US and the OECD countries. A broad study was also accomplished by Imbeau et
al. (2001). They analyzed 37 out of 600 partisan-policy studies that address economic
24

Again, like in Hotelling-Downs-Black model the median voter theorem is justified.
Hibb`s partisan theory requires that perceived (not necessarily objective) unemployment-inflation aversion among
the lower classes exceeds this ratio among the upper classes. Hibbs estimates on the United States that democratic
voters penalize incumbent politicians 1.1 times as much for 1% unemployment as for 1% inflation which is markedly
and statistically significantly greater than penalty ratio of 0.65 of republican voters.
26
Franzese & Jusko (2005), p. 13-14.
25
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policy, spanning welfare, education, health, social-security, privatization, intervention,
public-employment, spending, revenue, debt/deficit, etc., yielding 545 coefficients.
72.5% have correct sign, with 24.8% significant at p ≤ 0.10; 26.6% have wrong sign,
8.3% significant and 0.9% report no relation. This is a fairly successful result. However,
the strongest partisan effects are found in the more sophisticated analyses (in post-1973
samples) and regard government revenue, spending, employment (especially) and social
welfare (less). The results points out the partisan cycles, like electoral cycles discussed
before incorporate the Ramsey rule27: Policy tools are used to achieve goals of partisan
parties while some tools are preferred over others. As various authors including
Franzese & Jusko point out the mix of usage of policy tools is dependent on the context
in which it is studied.
This section reviewed literature on the Adaptive Expectations Partisan Political
Business Cycle models which seem to be more connected to reality and without serious
limitations or flaws in the assumptions comparing to the Electoral Political Business
Cycle models. The empirical literature favours this approach. However, not all
economic actors need to have adaptive expectations. The next section will modify
partisan cycles incorporating rational expectations.

3.1.2.2. Models with Rational, Prospective voters

The empirical support for the adaptive partisan PBC seems fairly consistent so it would
be natural to think there is no need for partisan model with rational expectations (RE).
However, to fill the gap in the theoretical needs of RE economics Alesina (1987, 1988)
introduced Rational Partisan Theory (RPT)28. It was motivated by the notion that fully
anticipated macroeconomic policies under rational expectations are ineffective.

27

See page 12.
There are merely suble differences between RE and non-RE theories of macroeconomic outcomes. In non-RE
theories the incumbent politicians manipulate stable Phillips curve to shift macroeconomic outcomes permanently. In
RE theories - (RPT) - only unancipated policiy creates real effects. So for example when the left-wing party wins,
inflation rises but real outcomes rise as far as the winner party so the shift in the economic policy was unforseen.
28
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Franzese & Jusko (2005)29 summarize partisan model with rational expectations as
follows. The key aspect of the RPT is the electoral surprise. As already asserted the
economy is characterized by rational expectations so that only unexpected policies
affect outcomes (the RE augmented Phillips curve). Identically, with adaptive
expectations models there are two competing parties with different preferences about
the policies, if elected. Also voters have different preferences over inflation and
unemployment and will vote for the party that delivers them the greatest utility. The
voters` rational inflation (unemployment) expectations will average the two parties`
preferences (which are known in RE approach), weighted by the rationally expected
probability that a respective party wins election. According to Alesina (1987), the postelection expectations adjust to the actual winning party, but only as quickly as nominal
contracting (e.g., wage-bargaining contracts) allows. So unless the winning party was
perfectly foreseen, actual election outcomes produce a surprise in economic policy,
producing short-term real-outcome shifts, which fade as elections recede and contracts
slowly adjust to the actual winning party.
Alesina & Rosenthal (1995) and Alesina et al. (1997) find contrasting evidence in
support of electoral cycles and partisan cycles, evaluating their RE and non-RE variants,
from pool of data across the post-war US and OECD samples. They find the data favour
RE models, indicating strong partisan though unclear electoral cycles in macroeconomic
outcomes, and suggest the respective electoral or partisan economic policy effects.
However, the wider empirical literature is more ambiguous. Concluding, Alesina and
colleagues designed transparent RE partisan models, but with fragile empirical
foundation.

3.2. Advanced PBC models (modifications and extensions)

Let us present some advanced studies to the basic PBC models. The models just
discussed are not appropriate for our study, therefore some modifications must be made,
some new approaches must be explored.

29

Franzese & Jusko (2005) p. 15.
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An interesting paper, which intends to improve the PBC was written by Schultz (1995).
He argues the existing models have an incorrect assumption about the interests and
actions of politicians. The RE and non-RE are highly sophisticated about the interests of
voter but somehow neglect politicians. His main hypothesis states that pre-election
manipulations of economic policy will vary inversely with the government's security
going into the election, as measured by popular opinion polls. It implies that the
political economic cycles should occur only then and to the degree that they are needed.
He supports his hypothesis with empirical study of the UK government transfer
payments from 1961 to 1992. He concludes that government`s economic manipulations
vary from election to election because government`s incentives vary, too. Taking this
into account, he asserts, one can find politically motivated economic policy cycles
where traditional models cannnot.30
Sieg (2006) introduces a compelling modification to the rigid differentiation between
partisan and opportunistic approach. As shown empirically, by Frey and Schneider
(1978 a, b), the politicians are opportunistic as well as partisan. They assume the
incumbent parties aim for ideological goals as long as their popularity is high enough.
As the elections approach, electoral motives begin to drive the policy. If the government
is indecisive on when to undertake what kind of policy to maximise its utility, it either
implements its ideological policy if popularity is high, or secures its re-election by
implementing opportunistic policy, if popularity is low. Haynes & Stone (1990) show
on the US data that minority party is more bound by electoral issues while majority
party is freer to pursue partisan objectives. This line of thinking is linked to the
previously mentioned Schlutz (1995) who says the incentives for incumbent politicians
in different elections vary. A support for this concept provides Carlsen (1997) with the
US data (1954-1994), declaring there is a negative relationship between the popularity
of government and the incentives of government to engineer PBC. Sieg`s model (2006)
offers a rational expectations model that combines the opportunistic and partisan
features. He states regular elections influence monetary policy and unemployment
before and after an election. In the pre-election period government expands the
economy and unemployment decreases. In the post-election period the cycle depends on
whether a left-wing or a right-wing government is holding power in the pre-election

30

As mentioned before empirical evidence of PBCs is mixed. There is no evident boom-bust sequence surrounding
some elections. This has lead some of the original protagonists of PBC to reject the existence of PBC hypothesis.
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period and if they are re-elected or not. This model pronounces the importance of the
post-election effects on monetary policy as well as pre-election effects are stressed by
majority of the PBC theories. Sieg summarizes that finding empirical support for a
partisan theory cannot reject an opportunistic theory and vice versa. However, the
business cycles are very irregular and there is a small empirical support for the
opportunistic-partisan PBC.
Previously, it was argued monetary policy is relatively inefficient tool to create any
patterns of political business cycle when compared to fiscal policy. Mevorach (1987)
points out it may not be so definite for partisan cycles. He examined output and money
supply in the US from 1960 to 1981. The results show that under Democrats, the output
was unaffected by changes in money supply. It confirms RE PBC with no informational
advantage on the part of the incumbent politicians (no support for monetary
manipulation). However, under the Republicans the output was closely correlated with
the money supply.
It is worth to mention that opinions on the business cycles vary – from those, who think
politically-induced nominal shocks are the cause of economic fluctuations (PBC) to
those, who think real shocks are the cause of economic fluctuations (RBC). As both
hypotheses seem reasonable, Blomberg & Hess (2000) in their paper construct and
examine a macroeconomic model which combines features from both RBC and PBC. It
is done so by augmenting a standard RBC tax model by introducing varying levels of
govenrment partisanship and competence. The model delivers two important empirical
regularities on the sample of the US post-World War II data:
 Firstly, the economy on average expands early under democratic presidents and
contracts early under Republican presidents;
 Secondly, the presidents whose parties successfully retain the presidency have
stronger than average growth in the second half of their terms.
Concluding, the authors remark there is a potential shortcoming to the model since their
partisan fiscal theory lacks explicit voting. Thus, additional research in this area is
welcome.
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3.2.1. Conflict models

Maier (2002)31 describes models which are not specifically linked to election dates,
rather they analyze the tensions between the central bank and government at any time.
There have been proposed different models which follow this approach.
Vaubel (1997) looks at the political preferences of the central bankers by considering
their party affiliation. Hence, a following situation might arise that a left-wing
government has to cope with a „rightist“ central bank council and vice versa. Vaubel
derives an interesting implication. A central bank might hamper the voting preferences
of the incumbent politicians. If the political ideologies of the politicians and the central
bankers differ, central bankers may even impose contractionary policies which could
seriously harm the incumbents`s chances of re-election. He named this approach „Party
Preference Theory“ (PPT).
Lohmann (1998) brings an extension to the model described above on a case of
Germany. Firstly, she differentiates between partisan central bankers and technocrats.
Secondly, the degree of central bank`s independence (Bundesbank) may vary and that
depends whether there is unified party control in the both chambers of parliament. If
there is an unified party control (and thus „dependent“ central bank), the political
business cycles will occur no matter whether the central bank council comprise of
technocrats or partisan central bankers. Naturally, the business cycles will show up
under certain circumstances. If the „independent“ central bank is governed by
technocrats no cycles shall occur. However, as she notes, it is possible to have the
„independent“ Bundesbank and still have certain election cycles in monetary policy.
Frey and Schneider (1981) focus on conflicts between the government and the central
bank at any time. They state the central bank is generally idependent following goal of
low inflation which reflects the desires of the financial community. Though, in the times
of conflict with the government, the central bank has to submit to the wishes of the
government. Otherwise, it could be easily overruled by the government by changing the
central bank law. Consequently, it may be more convenient for the central bank to
comply to the government whenever conflicts arise.

31

Maier (2002), p. 11-12
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3.2.2. Political Monetary Cycle models

Cukierman (1998)32 drives attention to a different class of models. These models take
the fact the incumbent politicians influence monetary policy as given and examines its
consequences for monetary policy. This root of research is revolving around Political
Monetary Cycle (PMC)33, which is part of a wider segment of literature (PBC) studied
above. According to Alesina (1989), a combination of a partisan approach with rational
expectations is empirically successful in characterizing PMC. The importance of
monetary policy here has its justification as proposed by Havrilesky`s hypothesis that
monetary policy is often used to offset the incentive and other politically adverse effects
of non-monetary, distributionally motivated policies. The evidence seems to favour this
approach of PMC with rational expectations, however Grier (1987, 1989) finds out the
conditions change from time to time and voters are sometimes surprised by the abrupt
changes in economic policy. Therefore, adaptive expectations to the model are justified
occasionally. In comparison to the early partisan theory of PBC, these models do not
a have a permanently exploitable trade-off between political activity and inflation, and
policy objectives may change even during the term of office of the same party. The
evidence (Alesina 1989; Alesina, Cohen and Roubini 1992) supports these distincions
from the original Hibb`s model.
Other authors try incorporating the central bank into the equation as the monetary policy
is not exclusively in the hands of incumbent politicians. Nathaniel Beck 34 incorporates
the Fed into the model. However, his analysis is of a more historical nature where he
analyzes why the Fed acted how it did, and whether it reacted to the governmental
influences. The costs of manipulating monetary policy from the Fed may be great, if
exposed. Beck summarizes that the evidence of PMC is controversial. He adds the Fed
operates in a world of great uncertainty. Sometimes the uncertainty is so great that the
Fed comes close to tossing a coin on some economic decision. In this extreme situation
if one outcome will help an incumbent government and other will hurt it, it does seem
reasonable for the Fed to choose the former option. As Beck`s data propose – in
October 1982, the M1 started to rise rapidly. It may have not been caused by political
32

Cukierman (1998), p. 333-336.
These models are more closely linked to the Havrilesky (1993) methodology utilised in this diploma thesis
comparing to the models described above.
34
Mayer (1990), p. 115-130.
33
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influence if the previous explanation holds. The Beck`s PMC model is an improvement
over the PBC models that deal only with outcomes because they only explain how
presidents reach those outcomes, but still ignoring the institutions of monetary policy.
However, the President does not directly control the Fed and therefore Beck`s PMCs are
not just a subset of PBCs (PMCs overlap PBCs). Inspite of this, further formalization
and theoretical research is needed in this line of research.

3.3. Summary of the evidence on PBC models

Table 1 summarizes some important empirical research on the PBC. It is interesting to
note that almost all studies had positive results, including studies made on a mixed data
set of developed and developing countries. There is numerous research on the Political
Business Cycles in the US or Germany while very little research for the Czech Republic
or Slovakia. Let us conclude our findings for the former ones.
Thomas Mayer (1990)35 points out: „The Federal Reserve System is perhaps the most
controversial non-elected element of the government of the United States. Journalists
and voters vilify it, the Congress and the President seek to dominate it, and scholars
argue about it.“ As Cukierman (1998) mentions, even a in a country like the US, where
the central bank enjoys high statutory independence, the monetary policy is bound to
the government. This is even more true in most other countries whose central banks do
not have as high degree of legal independence as the Fed. The evidence also suggests,
contrary to conclusions by some analysts that the Federal Reserve should at least be
classified in an intermediate position, between the German and Swiss cases on the one
hand, and dependent central banks on the other. Considering the Bundesbank, Lohmann
(1998) says it is staffed with independent technocrats who are partially insulated from
political pressure by the federal government. And this is why it was considered as an
exemplar central bank by which the concept of the European Central Bank was inspired.

35

Mayer (1990), p. 83.
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Table 1: Empirical Research of Political Business Cycle theory

Source: Chan (2005), but originally based on Drazen (2000)
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The evidence of the PBCs will perhaps never be totally persuasive, that is why there are
so many extensions and modifications. Still, up to now research has shown variety of
significant evidence which together with the intuitive plausibility of PBCs forces us to
devote a considerable attention to the matter.
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4. Finding the appropriate approach for PBC research
in the Slovak Republic

In this section we will try to find the model which best describes the Political Pressure
on the National Bank of Slovakia. Let us present some of the few papers which are
attentive to the political-economic processes in Slovakia (The Czech Republic).
Brender & Drazen (2005) test a model in a large sample of 74 countries over the period
1960-2003 (1994-2003 for the Slovak Republic). The hypothesis was that good
economic conditions or expansive fiscal policy would help incumbent politicians get reelected. The results indicate the fiscal deficits have no effect on getting re-elected in any
group of countries or rather negative effects in old democracies. Higher growth rate of
real GDP per capita increases the probability of getting re-elected in less developed
countries and new democracies (which includes the Czech Republic and the Slovak
Republic) but voters are affected by GDP growth over the incumbent`s term in the
office rather than in the election year. Low inflation helps politicians get re-elected only
in the developed countries. The results found are statistically and also quantitavely
significant. As this approach ignores the central bank we assume the significance of the
results imply the existence of political business cycles in developed countries and new
democracies, and also hits at the central bank` dependency.
This reasearch suggests the presence of a political business cycle in the Slovak
Republic. Considering the influence of GDP through the whole term suggests the voters
are adaptive while the model itself belongs to the conflict models36. The conflict model
approach is also more intuitively appealing than the more rigid electoral approach. The
timing of policies is rather difficult (as discussed before) and the dynamic processes in
the economy imply continuous conflict possibilities. Low inflation may not be
accomodated by adaptive voters in the Slovak Republic which could be a result of the
past regime37, where unemployment efforts were more important. However, this
approach has some drawbacks. It assumes the incumbent government has direct
influence on economic fundaments and also controls the tools of legally independent

36
37

See page 25.
From 1994 to 1989 the Slovak Republic was a part of the Soviet Union.
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central bank. We need an approach more concerned with monetary policy as it is the
key area of conflict between the political pressure groups and the central bank. Let us
search further for a more monetary based approach, which actually involves a central
bank in its analysis.
Some authors, Cukierman (1998) among others, delivered indicators of central bank
independence. Some of these indicators put too much stress on the CB Charter and other
institutional features. It is valid for developed countries (US, Germany). A new
indicator taking other factors into consideration needs to be proposed for transition or
developing countries (Slovakia and the Czech Republic).
As Cukierman (1998)38, inspired by the Fed, puts it:
„The degree of CB independence is determined by the nature of political and
legal institutions as well as by less formal and more fluid factors such as
accepted practice, culture and personalities. At the legal level the degree of CB
independence is determined by the charter of the CB. Charters normally specify
CB objectives, procedures for appointment, and periods of tenure of high CB
officials, monetary instruments under the control of the bank, and at times
procedures for the resolution of policy conflicts between the CB and political
authorities.
But the actual, as opposed to the legislated, degree of CB independence also
depends on many other less formal factors. This occurs for several reasons.
First, the law covers only a small subset of the contingencies that arise in
practice. Second, even when the law specifies explicitly what should be done,
actual practice may deviate from the letter of the law. Last, but not least, actual
independence depends on a multitude of informal factors like personalities and
internal developments within he bank, the Treasury, and other concerned
institutions within the public sector. The less explicit the CB charter the larger
the relative importance of such more fluid factors in shaping the actual degree
of CB independence. Such factors tend to change over time, and the noninitiated
public normally realizes full impact with a lag, mostly through their effect on
policy outcomes.“

38

Cukierman (1998), p. 359.
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It should be noted these informal factors are of relatively higher importance in transition
or less developed countries than in developed countries. Monetary policy is determined
by the interactions of the preferences and personalities of key government officials with
formal and informal institutional structures and the pressures of interest groups and
market behaviour. According to Mayer (1990) it requires institutional and econometric
analysis. There is a significant gap between de jure and de facto independence. The
following research considers de facto independence of central banks.
Alpanda & Honig (2007) studied large sample of countries including developing
countries (e.g.: the Slovak Republic). They tested political monetary cycles 39 between
1972 and 2001, more specifically how does the rise in M1 correlate with election
cycles40. They do not find evidence of PMC in advanced economies but strong evidence
of PMC in developing countries. They construct new de facto ranking of central bank
independence (see Table 2) derived from the degree to which monetary policy varies
with the election cycle. During these election cycles the central bank independence is
challenged and lack of independence is likely to be revealed. This ranking fix the
problems with existing measures of CBI.

39
40

See page 26.
They estimate panel regressions of a monetary policy indicator on an election dummy and control variables.
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Table 2: Ranking of Central Bank Independence
(smaller number means higher CBI)

Source: Alpanda & Honig (2007)
As could be seen from the table the Czech Republic enjoys the highest independence
with 47 points – ranking 7th followed by Germany with 54 points – ranking 15, then the
Slovak Republic with 57 points ranking – 18 and finally the U.S. with 65 points –
ranking 26. All these four countries are placed very high which says their de facto CBI
independece is very high. These results are in contrast with the previous findings about
developing/transition countries (Slovakia, the Czech Republic). The authour speculates
that some disturbances could have been caused by the fact that some countries,
including countries from the former Eastern bloc, provided limited data and had few
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elections. The findings are however very comforting for the National Bank of Slovakia
or the Czech National Bank.
Similarly to Brender & Drazen (2005) this model suffers from some setbacks. The
authors try to find PBCs just around election dates41, increases in M1 could be also
attributed to economic processes and although the analysis is more concerned about the
central banks, it still assumes the incumbent politicians directly control M1.
Based on what we have examined so far an ideal approach for studying political
business cycles in the Slovak Republic, more specifically, for studying the Political
Pressure on the National Bank of Slovakia should have the following attributes. It
should be:
 a political monetary cycle model42,
 a conflict model,
 a partisan model partisan rather than opportunistic,
 a model with adaptive expectations,
 de jure central bank independence should be incorporated in the model,
 and contextual factor should be considered.
It shows the existing PBC literature is insufficient. In addition, there is rather a lot of
requirements and variables for our model where the results could easily prove
insignificant because of the short period of time the Slovak Republic is a democratic
country with market mechanisms (because of the lack of valid data). However, there is
an approach which seems to solve our problems. This methodology, devised by
Havrilesky (1993) has many advantages over existing PBC approaches. It will be
described in the following chapter.

41

We have already justified the attractivness of conflict models.
Although as suggested by many authors fiscal policy is more effecient in the real outcomes and influencing voters
than monetary policy
42
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4.1. Havrilesky methodology with Maier`s extension

Not many PBC researchers included a central bank in its framework. They rather
assumed direct control of policy instruments by an incumbent government. However,
the central bank is de jure independent. So the government may only try to influence the
central bank to accept its preferred policy in the case they have conflicting interests. In
order to measure the pressure from the government on the central bank and whether the
central bank has succumbed to it we need a „conflict indicator“.
Such an indicator was proposed by Havrilesky (1993) in his respectable study on
pressure on the Federal Reserve. The indicator is based on the number of newspaper
articles in which politicians argue in the favour of more or less expansionary monetary
policy. He counted the articles in the Wall Street Journal where incumbent politicians
demanded a change in monetary policy. An article demanding monetary ease was
assigned value of +1, while article demaning monetary restriction was assigned value of
-1. The sum of all pluses and minuses constitutes the SAFER43 index so that the positive
value would indicate „net“ pressure for monetary ease.
This approach was then applied on the Deutsche Bundesbank by Philipp Maier (2002).
Maier extended this approach in two ways.


First, he included in his research also pressure signals from other interest groups
besides the government. This groups include: financial sector, employers, trade
unions and others including academics, international institutions and other
unspecified groups demanding monetary change. The explanation here is that
not only government but also other interest groups might have substantial
motivation to influence the policy of the central bank.
For example, banking sector has many motives to do so. According to Wooley
(1984)44 banks can profit from tight monetary policy when the economy is
entering recession and they can profit from monetary expansion, too (the good
business is good for banks, too). As net creditors, banks fear the unexpected
inflation the most. So bankers desire stability and predictability in the financial

43
44

Meaning - Signalling from the Administration to the Federal Reserve.
Wooley (1984), p. 71-75
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development. Furthermore, bankers have many political resources, some arising
from organizational and financial sources and others from the fact that the
central bank needs support of bankers. There are also institutions which have
respectable influence on the financial developments – ABA (American Bankers
Association), SBA (Slovenská Banková Asociácia), CBA (Česká Bankovní
Asociace).
Employers have also a lot of interests when it comes to monetary policy. Low
interest rate surely enables new investments and expands businesses. However,
as we will soon observe, in a small open economy they might be also concerned
about exterest rate interventions (which might be consistent with interest rate
changes).
Trade unions are also concerned with interest rate, though maybe not to such
a high extent. They primary concern is unemployement. So their pressure on
monetary policy is in order to influence inflation, which in turn through the
Phillips curve trade-off stabilizes unemployment.
Other groups including economists, world and European institutions and
opposition parties have also many motivations. It is worth reminding that the
Slovak Republic was during the studied period45 on the path to become a
member of EMU.
 Second, Maier introduced a new variable called public support, which
contributes to the factual independence of the central bank. If an article featured
a supportive statement regardelss of the actual monetary policy it was assigned
value of +1.
This extended approach was further applied by Geršl (2006) on the Czech National
Bank. He adjusted the study to small open economy of the former Soviet union. As the
Slovak Republic is very similar to the Czech Republic, this study is to be inspired by
Geršl (2006).
As pointed out by Geršl (2006)

46

, Havrilesky`s and Maier`s approach to measuring

political pressure has some drawbacks. First, it assumes newspaper signalling from
interest groups is the representative channel of signalling. This might not be true if there
are other important channels through which interest groups can forward their
45
46

December 2001 - December 2008.
Geršl (2006), p. 4-5.
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preferences (e.g.: bilateral meetings, telephone calls etc.)47. Second, it assumes two
articles represent twice as much value as one article which may be false. And third, the
number of articles on monetary policy may vary. It dependes on whether there is
enough news from other areas and whether someone is deliberately discussing monetary
policy.
Despite these little difficulties this indicator has desirable properties. Returning to the
previous chapter we see the indicator fulfils the requirements we have formulated (see
page 34). This approach deals with monetary policy (interest rate)48, it seeks conflicts
during the whole term of the office of a government. Furthermore, this indicator
measures the pressure on the central bank from the various interest groups up to the size
and direction. Thus the preferences are known and observable, so the dual partisanship
is overriden. The assumption here is that monetary policy changes will get the
incumbents re-elected, so the economy is characterized by adaptive expectations.
Independent central bank is incorporated in the approach, with the focus on measuring
the pressure on the central bank and how is this pressure transformed in the real changes
of monetary policy. And finally, the analysis is going to be conducted in its contextual
background.
Conclusively, the indicator based on newspaper signalling has its value despite some
drawbacks. Due to the lack of other valid indicators concerned with study of the central
bank, this indicator is even more appreciated.

47

Here we go under the assumption the political pressure is more difficult to observe through formal channels than
through informal ones. Therefore, if we detect pressure signalling in the formal channels (newspapers) than the
pressure signalling is surely existent.
48
Which is easily quantificable but not incorporating other monetary policy tools.
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5. Political Pressure on the central banks

In this chapter we will look at the patterns of pressure exercised on the NBS, the CNB,
the Fed and the Deustche Bundesbank.

5.1. Construction of the Pressure Indicator for the National
Bank of Slovakia

At first, we construct the pressure indicator for the NBS according to the Maier`s
extended approach based on Havrilesky (1993). Naturally, the first step was to choose a
suitable newspaper from which to count the “pressure” articles. The selected newspaper
is required to posses these criteria:


independence (the newspaper should be politically neutral in order to avoid
political bias in published articles),



availability (the newspaper should cover reasonably long time), and



circulation (the newspaper should be widely read, especially by central bank
officials, so that signals published there in fact reach the intended recipients).

Slovakia is a tiny country comparing to the U.S. or Germany so the process of choosing
the suitable newspaper was relatively more difficult. The only newspaper which
systematically covers economic events in Slovakia, which is widely available and read
by economic authorities and which is deemed to be politically neutral is Hospodárske
noviny49 (“the economic newspaper”). This newspaper is owned by the same company
as the Czech newspaper Hospodářské noviny, thus sharing similar structure. It is
obvious this newspaper could be easily deemed as a counterpart to the U.S. Wall Street
Journal (selected by Havrilesky) or the German German Handelsblatt (one of the
newspapers selected by Maier).

49

The articles from the electronic archive of Hospodárske noviny were used (http://archiv.hnonline.sk/).
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The second step was to choose an appropriate period. Slovakia practised exchange rate
peg from the mid-1994 until late-1998 (to the basket of DEM-40% and USD-60%). In
this period the NBS sustained a mix of inflation targeting, monetary programming and
regime of fixed interest rate. Afterwards the Slovak koruna moved to floating with the
exchange rate determined by the supply and demand on the interbank exchange market.
The NBS was concentrating more on the inflation targeting and the exchange rate
stability (favourable for export and matching the economic fundamentals) using the
Interest Rate, Exchange Rate Interventions and Minimal Reserve Requirements as its
tools. The floating ended at the end of 2005 when the Slovak koruna entered the ERM
II (Europe Exchange Rate Mechanism) where it stayed for two years. In this period the
policy of the NBS was explicit inflation targeting and the fulfilment of the Maastricht
criteria. The NBS was under pressure of the ECB and other European/international
institutions. The Slovak currency was revaluated two times (2007 and 2008) as the
economic fundametals allowed for this and which ECB approved. Finally, on the first
January 2009 the euro was introduced in Slovakia and the dual circulation of the two
currencies finished on 16 January 2009.
Based on this information, the period of December 2001 – December 2008 was chosen
accomodating 85 months for the rigorous analysis. Following Geršl (2006) the period
with the exchange rate peg (1994-1998) was excluded due to limitations in the monetary
policy instruments available, non-fully functional banking sector and non-reformist
government (prime minister – controversial Vladimír Mečiar). The period 1998-2001 is
excluded partly due to the unavailability of the articles in the archive of Hospodárske
noviny and partly due to the fact the new government just started reforming the
functioning of the banking and financial sector.
In line with Maier (2002), we have counted articles either directly published by
members of five different interest groups or where members of these interest groups
were quoted. The following five pressure groups were identified:
 government, which includes all ministers of the current government, but also
other members of the political parties forming the government (most of them
members of parliament, but some of them also outside the parliament),
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 financial sector, including representatives and analysts of all domestic banks and
other financial institutions (insurance corporations, pension and investment
funds etc.),
 employers, i.e. representatives (managers) of non-financial corporations50,
 trade unions, and
 other, including all other articles demanding change in monetary policy by other
than members of the four above mentioned groups. (i.e. from the general public,
journalists, political parties in opposition, international institutions, members of
academia, independent researchers etc.). In the case of the NBS a lot of pressure
articles originated from the European/international financial institutions51 as the
Slovak Republic was preparing to enter the EMU.
All the articles that dealt with the National Bank of Slovakia were carefully reviewed
and assessed. Following Maier (2002), Geršl (2006), and in contrast to Havrilesky
(1993), the articles demanding monetary ease were assigned the value of -1, while the
articles demanding monetary tightness were assigned the value of +1. This was done
in order to facilitate the interpretation of the regression results later on. For measuring
the “net” pressure, the sum of all pluses and minuses for all five interest groups and for
the total was constructed at a monthly frequency, so that a negative sum indicates
interest group’s net pressure for monetary ease, while a positive sum the net pressure for
monetary restrictiveness.
Following Geršl (2006), the ratio of the sum to the total number of observations for
every group and for total pressure was calculated. In comparison to the sum, the ratio
has some advantageous features. First, because it relates to the net pressure as measured
by the sum to the total number of pressure signals, it shows the degree of internal
integrity of the group. Hereby, it is shown whether the pressure from members of a
certain interest group is going in one direction (both over time and across different
members of the same group), or whether it is rather heterogeneous. Thus, for a given
level of the net pressure as measured by the sum, the higher the ratio (in absolute
terms), the higher homogenity of the pressure group (both over time and over different
50
51

ZPS (Združenie podnikateľov Slovenska), SOPK (Slovenská obchodná a priemyselná komora), klub 500.
ECB, IMF, OECD.
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members of the group) and the more are signals from this group going in one direction.
Second, in comparison to the sum, it is independent of the time period over which the
ratio is calculated. As a result, it is possible to compare the pressure as measured by the
ratio across countries, even if the time coverage is different.
As well as the Czech economy, the Slovak economy is a small and open one in contrast
to the U.S. or Germany. Following Geršl (2006) we have to consider the impact
exchange rate changes have on the small economy. Many export oriented companies
may find themselves threatened by the strong Slovak koruna, reducing their profits. The
managers of these non-financial companies or their political representatives may then
demand an exchange rate intervention aimed at weakening the Slovak koruna (the
desire for an exchange rate intervention aimed at weakening Slovak koruna was
assigned value -1 as it is comparable to a desire for monetary ease). Sometimes a
commercial bank may desire an exchange rate intervention aimed at strenghtening the
Slovak koruna. The first motive to do so would be if a commercial bank felt the real
economy did not match the strength of the exchange rate. It is known the commercial
banks also desire price stability. The second motive would be the high interest rate
spread between the Western Europe and Slovakia. Thus, if the Slovak koruna
depreciates the profits of the foreign investors are reduced, which is followed by the
outflow of capital from the Slovak banks (a demand for an exchange rate intervention
aimed at strenghtening Slovak koruna was assigned value +1 as it is comparable to a
desire for monetary tightness) 52.
It must be noted the pressure index is unable to capture all the pressure exercised on the
National Bank of Slovakia. There were some political attempts of the one of the
opposition parties to eliminate the former governor of the NBS. Furthermore there were
some institutional reforms of the banking sector which altered the powers and
functioning of the NBS. And finally, a certain unique aspect of the the Slovak economy
should be discussed.
The decision to enter the EU followed by entering the EMU is an economic-political
consensus. From one perspective, this fact reduces pressure between the government
and the NBS. From the other perspective it is not always clear what is the independent
52

These pressure articles constitute a small part of the overall pressure (call for interventions mainly by the financial
sector or by the other sources) - amounting to 8 articles demanding intervention aimed at either strengthening or
weakening Slovak koruna.
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central bank policy because the decision to enter the EMU is not of a purely economic
nature. From the third perspective, one may not view the articles written by the
European institutions consulting the Slovak economic affairs as the pressure signals.
However, this would be a huge mistake. The official policy of the NBS was to enter the
EMU and to fulfil the Maastricht criteria while sustaining stability of the Slovak
economy. The European institutions often force countries to exclusively concentrate on
the Maastricht criteria while overlooking the economic situation of the particular
country53. The pressure signals were extracted excluding some of these unclear quasipressure indications and including the relevant Slovak case-related pressure signals.

5.2. Political Pressure on the NBS from the government

In this chapter we will present the collected data. We will compare the countries where
the pressure indicator was constructed so far. The key focus remains on the National
Bank of Slovakia.54 The pressure shall be then explained by the economic
fundamentals, political situation and institutional framework of Slovakia during the
period 2001-2008.
We shall start with comparing the pressure from the government which is the only
group Havrilesky considered. According to the theory of Political Business Cycle and
common sense the incumbent government has many motivations to influence the central
bank and has many direct or indirect tools at its disposal to accomplish this. So this may
be the reason Havrilesky examined this sole group.
Table 3 shows several interesting aspects about the four countries.

53

Due to lack of understanding of the local economy, over-empasizing the needs of the EU, bureaucracy.
The comparison between the Fed, the Bundesbank, the CNB and justification of government`s pressure was
provided in Havrilesky (1993), Maier (2002) and Geršl (2005), respectively. This thesis will concentrate on how the
Slovak case fits into this formula.
54
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Table 3: Polical pressure on central banks from government
NBS

CNB

FED

Bundesbank

6

41

287

85

7.3%

22.8%

n/a

16.1%

2001:12-2008:12

1997:6-2005:3

1952:1-1991:12

1960:1-1998:12

(number of months)

85

94

480

468

# signals per year

0.8

5.2

7.2

2.2

# signals for monetary ease

6

41

192

78

# signals for monetary tightness

0

0

95

7

net pressure (sum)

-6

-41

-97

-71

-100%

-100%

-33.8%

-83.5%

# signals
(out of all pressure signals)

period covered

ratio (sum/# signals)

Source: author`s calculations based on archiv.hnoline.sk, Geršl (2006), Havrilesky
(1993), Maier (2002)

First, there are differences concerning the intensity of the pressure signals. We can
clearly see there is a huge difference between the signalling from governmenst in the
European countries and in the USA. The USA is considered to be the world`s leading
market economy where the institutions and market liberalisation are at the top level.
This together with different political culture/traditions could freely contribute to the
high amount of pressure signals on the Fed from government. Politicians in the
European countries tend to be rather more respectable of central bank and more
reserved about its declarations or simply newspaper articles may report less on
monetary issues. There are 287 pressure signals for the FED comparing to 85 pressure
signals for the Bundesbank (despite the fact Maier in his study has reviewed 3
newspaper magazines). The Bundesbank is thought to be the most independent central
bank in the world and the data imply it enjoys high respect from the government.
From another point of view one can differentiate between the industrialized countries
(Germany) and the transition/developing countries (Slovakia and the Czech Republic).
As Farrag and Kamaly (2007) 55 suggests, legal charter does not reflect the degree of

55

Farrag and Kamaly (2007), p. 4.
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independence of central bank in developing countries. The legal charter is often
ambigous leaving a lot of room for subjective interpretation and the actual practice often
deviates from the law. This implies there is some room for central bank dependency on
government because the law is not specific enough and what is more, the real behaviour
is often driven by less formal rules (in the case of transition countries – the remnants of
left-wing centralistic behaviour). Therefore there could be no need for such a strong
signalling from government in newspapers if the poor institutional framework and bad
practice gives politicians room for pressure signalling.
As we can see the number of pressure signals for the CNB is 41, which is considerably
higher than the modest 6 signals in the case of the NBS. This case of Slovakia may well
here support the notion proposed by Farrag and Kamaly, but the Czech Republic is
somewhere halfway between Germany and Slovakia. The Czech Republic is thought to
be a step ahead of Slovakia in the institutional-market-economic transition.56
There are several other explanations why there si so small number of pressure signals
from the Slovak government on the NBS.
 In his paper Mas (1994)57 argues “in countries with shallow financial systems,
monetary policy is the reverse side of the coin of fiscal policy and can only play
an accomodative role. Fiscal policy (taken in a broad sense to include public
enterprise espenditures) is most often at the root of macro policy disturbances in
LDCs.” So we can easily deduce incumbent government does not need to push
so hard for changes in monetary policy (interest rate tightness/easiness) when it
does have this powerful tool at its disposal.
 Beblavy (2003)58 in his study observes interesting results. He presented a
questionnaire to the central banks officials in the Czech Republic, Poland,
Hungary and Slovakia concerning political and economic independence of
central bank. He finds out officials of the NBS are much less concerned about
some aspects of political independence from the government than officials of the
CNB.59 Their lack of concerns suggests the connections to the incumbent
56

Although current development suggests Slovakia has made huge progress (i.e. joining the EMU).
Mas (1994), p. 35.
58
Beblavy (2003), p. 63.
59
On scale 1 to 10 (1 being least important, 10 being most important); to Criterion 1: CB governor not appointed
directly by governmet (CNB - 10, NBS – 3), to Criterion 2: CB governor appointed for more than 5 years (CNB – 10,
NBS – 5), to Criterion 3: Rest of the board not appointed directly by government (CNB – 10, NBS – 3), to Criterion
57
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government may be very real, the perception of central bank independence very
vague. If the politicians can influence monetary policy in this manner they have
no need to exert pressure through newspaper articles.
 The government in Slovakia respects opinions and independence of the NBS (at
least in the newspaper). This idea could be reinforced by the fact the government
in the given period was pro-reformist and right-winged. There was a strong
economic fundament in its personnel and thus its actions.60
 An intuitive explanation could be delivered following Schultz (1995). The
incentives for government to manipulate economic policy may have been weak.
This could be very well due to the fact the risk of ruining reputation were quite
high. What is more there are few voters who have rational expectations and few
voters with adaptive expectations. The majority of the voters in Slovakia are
more persuaded by media presentation of politicians than the economic policies.
 The pressure from the the politicians on the central bank could have ambiguos
impacts. In 2002 in a pre-election period the Slovak Government ignored
recommendations from the NBS to restrict the fiscal policy. To keep economy
growing it could have demanded central bank for the monetary ease. This could
have had a positive influence on the economy in the short run. The Slovak
Government actually did not demanded for the monetary ease and still
Hospodárske noviny published an article (28.3.2008) featuring a central bank`s
official, who criticized the Slovak Government for ignoring fiscal policy
problems. Given the respect of the central bank, distrust in politicians by the
people and bad image of politicians presented by media the potential pressure on
the NBS could have had a disastrous impact on government`s preferences in the
following elections. Thus the theoretic conclusion is that political pressure on
the government may not always result in higher preferences.
Second, the pressure from the the governments on the central banks in all four countries
was on average towards monetary ease. Both Slovak and Czech governments were
asking exclusively for monetary ease. The pressure of the German Government was
prevailingly for monetary ease while the U.S. Government asked more for monetary
contraction comparing to the rest of the countries. The reason for this nature of pressure
4: No govt. representative on the board (CNB – 8, NBS – 0), to Criterion 6: Requirement in the CB law that CB
pursue monetary stability (CNB – 10, NBS – 6).
60
Consider former Vice-Prime Minister for Economics and former Minister of Finance Ivan Mikloš.
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could be explained by the economic development in these countries. Slovakia and the
Czech Republic (former Czechoslovakia) shared common traits concerning economic
funadaments. The GDP growth was weak, inflation was rather declining and the interest
rate relatively high. As transition economies these two countries had a room to expand
their overall growth. So the pressure for monetary ease seemed to be natural. Similarly,
the inflation in Germany was on average rather low, so the German Government wanted
to exploit effects of the Phillips curve to pursue growth in the economy. Different
situation arose in the USA, where the inflation of the 1970s and 1980s was quite a
threat, so the fight against the inflation was the primary goal of incumbent government.
Third, the government of the U.S. was the least homogenous from all the studied
countries. Whereas, the Slovak and the Czech governments were perfectly homogenous
pertaining the pressure signalling. The question is whether in the U.S. case there was a
heterogenity across the different members of the government or a heterogenity across
the time. Chart 8 could shed light into this problem.
Chart 8: The “net” political pressure on the Fed from the government
(“sum” of pressure signals; minus refers to demand for monetary ease)

Source: author`s calculations based on Havrilesky (1993)
As we can see from the Chart 8 the pressure is concentrated in clusters and peaks. Small
homogenity needs not to be the only explanation for the high peaks in the U.S. It is
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possible there is a higher flexibility of the American free market which has been
established for a considerable longer time than in Slovakia. This flexibility includes the
usage and functioning of media, concretly speaking the newspapers. Another possibility
for such a fluctuos behaviour of the pressure from the government on the Fed is the
sensitive reactivity of the U.S. Government to the actual economic developments61 and
decision-making of the Fed. The U.S. Government then reacted proportionally to its
political goals. Such a flexibility is something that is very scarce in Slovakia.
For comparison let us present the pressure exerted from the German Government on the
Bundesbank in time.

Chart 9: The “net” political pressure on Bundesbank from government
(“sum” of pressure signals; minus refers to demand for monetary ease)

Source: Maier (2002), www.phillipp-maier.de
Chart 9 confirms graphically the pressure is mainly towards monetary ease and the
peaks are less extreme compared to the signalling towards the Fed on Chart 8. There are
also more gaps between individual peaks of pressure indicating the underlying
economic development in Germany was less fluctuos and more stable or it could just

61

As mentioned before the period of high inflation in the USA in the 1970s and 1980s.
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mean, as asserted before, higher respect for the decision making of the Bundesbank than
in the case of the Fed.

Chart 10: The “net” political pressure on CNB from government
(“sum” of pressure signals; minus refers to demand for monetary ease)

Source: Geršl (2006)
Following on Chart 10, there is the graphical interpretation of the pressure signalling
from the government on the Czech National Bank. As Table 3 proposes and Chart 10
clearly shows there is a relatively high concentration of signalling in such a small
country like the Czech Republic. We could see there has been a lot of conflict between
the CNB and the Czech Government.
And finally the Chart 11 illustrates the pressure signalling in the case of the NBS.
The graphics confirm there was very little pressure exerted on the National Bank of
Slovakia. The pressure peaks are also the smallest from all the countries and we can
deduce there was little conflict between the Slovak Government and the NBS. We could
speculate the Slovak Government does not signal much and respects the policy-making
of the NBS, and uses this way of pressure signalling as the option of the last resort.
Therefore either the pressure peaks might have occurred when the economic situation of
the country was very serious from the point of view of the Slovak Government or the
48
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Slovak Government exerted pressure prior to the end of electoral cycle in line with the
PBC hypothesis. This notion will be further formally examined in the following
chapters.
Chart 11: The “net” political pressure on the NBS from government
(“sum” of pressure signals; minus refers to demand for monetary ease)

Source: author`s calculations based on archiv.hnonline.sk

Fourth, the pressure singnalling from the government on central banks in Slovakia, the
Czech Republic and Germany constitutes a relatively small amount of the total pressure
executed on respective central banks. This clearly heightens the attractivness of Maier`s
extension to the original Havrilesky methodology. Note also, the pressure signalling
from the government on the NBS constitutes the tinest part comparing to that of the
CNB or the Bundesbank. As will be seen in the following chapter, the main signalling
pressure group in Slovakia was financial sector.
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5.3. Total political pressure on the NBS and its decomposition

Table 4 gives us a closer look at the comparison of the decomposed index between three
countries it is possible to do so (Slovakia, Czech Republic, Germany). All sectors which
have exerted pressure on the central banks will be analysed with a graphical
interpretation in time.

Table 4: Political pressure on central banks
NBS

CNB

Bundesbank

2001:12-2008:12

1997:6-2005:3

1960:1-1998:12

85

94

468

82

180

527

(out of all pressure signals)

100%

100%

100%

# signals per year

11.6

23

13.5

net pressure (sum, minus=ease)

-16

-166

-339

-19.5%

-92.2%

-64.3%

6

41

85

7.3%

22.8%

16.1%

# signals per year

0.8

5.2

2.2

net pressure (sum, minus=ease)

-6

-41

-71

-100%

-100%

-83.5%

62

40

140

75.6%

22.2%

26.6%

# signals per year

8.8

5.1

3.6

net pressure (sum, minus=ease)

-8

-28

-78

-12.9%

-70%

-55.7%

1

36

55

1.2%

20%

10.4%

# signals per year

0.1

4.6

1.4

net pressure (sum, minus=ease)

-1

-36

-29

-100%

-100%

-52.7%

0

6

69

0%

3.3%

13.1%

# signals per year

0

0.8

1.8

net pressure (sum, minus=ease)

0

-6

-60

n/a

-100%

-100%

period covered
(number of months)

TOTAL

# signals

ratio (sum/# signals)

government

# signals
(out of all pressure signals)

ratio (sum/# signals)

financial sector

# signals
(out of all pressure signals)

ratio (sum/# signals)

employers

# signals
(out of all pressure signals)

ratio (sum/# signals)

trade unions

# signals
(out of all pressure signals)

ratio (sum/# signals)
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other sources

# signals
(out of all pressure signals)

13

57

178

15.9%

31.7%

33.8%

# signals per year

1.8

7.3

4.6

net pressure (sum, minus=ease)

-1

-55

-92

7.7%

-96.5%

-51.7%

ratio (sum/# signals)

Source: author`s calculations based on archiv.hnonline.sk, Geršl (2006), Maier (2002)

There are several interesting aspects to be seen about the pressure pattern differences
between the NBS, the CNB and the Bundesbank.
First, the frequency of the pressure signals in total was lowest in Slovakia (only 11.6
compared to 23 in the Czech Republic and 13.5 in Germany). However, the frequency
of total pressure signalling towards the NBS is comparable to that of the Bundesbank.
This fact is clearly visible in the Chart 12. This could be very well due to the relative
respect of the National Bank of Slovakia (the Government led by reformist Prime
Minister Mikuláš Dzurinda from 1998-2006) and a very short time of existence of the
NBS`s independent monetary policy.62
Chart 12: The total “net” political pressure on the NBS, the CNB and the
Bundesbank
(“sum” of pressure signals; minus refers to demand for monetary ease)

Source: author`s calculations based on archiv.hnonline.sk, Geršl (2006), Maier (2002)
62

The National Bank of Slovakia came to existence in 1993 descending from the former Czecho-Slovak National
Bank which was heavily influenced by the former communist regime.
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Second, in line with the pressure towards the Bundesbank and the CNB the pressure
towards the NBS was also rather towards monetary ease, overally. However, in
Slovakia the pressure for monetary restriction and ease were the most even (only 19.5%
net pressure signals of total pressure signals were towards monetary ease in Slovakia,
whereas 64.3% in Germany and 92.2% in the Czech Republic). So the biggest contrast
could be seen between very similar countries (which constituted the former
Czechoslovakia). The prevalent pressure for monetary ease was caused by relative short
time span and low inflation in the Czech Republic. In the Slovak case, the government
had problems in controlling its fiscal deficit so we could see positive values on the
Chart 12 during 2005 -2007 indicating demand for monetary tightness. The rest of the
total pressure is mainly for monetary ease caused by low inflation and good preparation
of the Slovakia to enter the EMU.
Third, the financial sector is the pillar signaller in Slovakia (the signals from the
financal sector constitute 75.6% of total signalling). The frequency of signalling was the
highest in Slovakia and even the absolute amount of the signals from the financial
sector was higher in Slovakia than in the Czech Republic (although the number of the
total pressure signals in Slovakia is the lowest one). This high proportion of signaling
from the financial sector may be caused by the fact the corporate financial personnel are
besides the central bank personnel an exclusive group (besides the central bank
presonnel) with knowledge of the monetary issues. This idea seems to be very natural
when considering a recently transformed country like Slovakia. There are few sectors of
population which fully assimilated the newly formed market mechanisms in such
a short period of time (year 1989 – breakdown of the Soviet Union).
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Chart 13: The total “net” political pressure on the NBS, the CNB and the
Bundesbank from financial sector
(“sum” of pressure signals; minus refers to demand for monetary ease)

Source: author`s calculations based on archiv.hnonline.sk, Geršl (2006), Maier (2002)

Fourth, the pressure from financial sector in all three countries was rather for monetary
ease. Chart 13 provides us with a graphical interpretation. What should be noted is that
although the frequency of the signals from the financial sector in Slovakia was the
highest, the net pressure for the monetary ease is here the lowest in Slovakia (only – 8,
whereas – 28 in the Czech Republic and – 78 in Germany). The majority of the signals
have cancelled out.
Let us have a closer look at the background of signalling of the financial sector in
Slovakia as the most important and influential signalling pressure group. According to
the theoretical literature, the financial sector functions as the counterpart to the pressure
attempts of an incumbent government. When comparing Chart 11 and Chart 13 we see
this is true only in 2007 (the pressure signals went in opposing directions) otherwise this
notion is violated. The uderlying economic development of Slovakia will serve us as
explanation for this phenomenon. It is important to note the economic fundaments of
the country are of a very high concern to the financial sector. The financial sector as
well as the NBS seek financial stability because any extreme measures (high increases
of interest rates, poor growth and perfomance of the economy, etc.) endanger the
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credibility of its debtors, endanger functioning of market mechanisms, interbank market
and thus also their own image in the eyes of their creditors. It is in the interest of the
financial sector to optimize economic situation of the country (stability means safety,
changes and extremes mean riskiness).
 Firstly, let us consider the period 2001-2005. Financial sector was well aware of
the development of GDP growth and its pressure was intended to adjust the
economic situation exploiting the best economic growth. Chart 14 represents the
development of GDP growth. From 2001-2005 the pressure from financial
sector on the NBS is for monetary ease with the exception of the beginning of
year 2002 (it will be described in the next point). Throughout this period the
GDP growh had rising tendencies which enabled for the healthy growth of the
economy. Financial sector observed the situation in a similar manner and pushed
for monetary ease so that new investments could have been made.

Chart 14: Developmnet of the GDP growth
(in %, GDP growth y-o-y, quarterly data63)

Source: NBS
 Secondly, the beginning of 2002 is exceptional in some respects. From the Chart
13 we could observe there was a pressure on the NBS from financial sector
63

Counted cummulatively, the change of growth in a period with respect to the corresponding period year before.
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towards monetary contraction. There was a substantial increase in the world
price of oil which was reflected in the huge jump in the rate of inflation at the
end of 2002. Chart 15 plastically illustrates this situation. So in order to stabilize
economic development financial sector has pushed for lowering of the interest
rate.
Chart 15: Development of the inflation
(in %, CPI y-o-y monthly data)

Source: NBS
 Thirdly, it is noteworthy to have a closer look at the period from 2005 to 2007.
There is an improvement of GDP growth in Slovakia followed by a little decline
(consult Chart 14). The sudden increase was a result of fine performance of the
Slovak economy which was caused by the increase of foreign investments and
foreign consumption in the country. The better perfomance and productivity
were also fueled by economic reforms. The little setback that followed was
accompanied by the rise of inflation which could be seen on the Chart 15. So the
financial sector exerted pressure towards monetary contraction (Chart 13) in an
attempt to signal to the National Bank of Slovakia to stabilize the situation.
 Final period to consider is 2007-2008. There was an outstanding performance of
the Slovak economy in 2007 (Chart 14) where the foreign and domestic
consumption fueled the GDP growth. After, there was a decline in the GDP
growth caused by the starting consequences of the world credit crisis. The
inflation was slightly rising but still remaining at reasonable levels (Chart 15).
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Keeping this in mind the financial sector in Slovakia demanded strongly for
monetary ease in 2007 when the GDP growth was the highest in order to exploit
the situation to its fullest. After that financial sector pushed for monetary ease as
in an attempt to signal the NBS that by loosening the monetary conditions the
economy could recover from the ongoing world financial crisis. Though the
signalling for monetary ease was a little bit more sensitive than before.
 There is an interesting relationship between the official interest rate of the NBS
and the pressure from the financial sector during the period 2001 – 2008. As
already asserted the financial sector consists of the experts with the greatest
knowledge of the economic background of the country. The financial sector
represents a sort of controlling organism for the economic stability which is the
primary concern of a central bank. As already known it is in their best interest.
When looking at the Chart 16 several interesting facts could be observed. The
development of the interest of the NBS rate roughly reacts to the pressure
signalling of the financial sector. The National Bank of Slovakia had the same
view of the economic development or actually reacted to the financial sector
signalling with a certain lag. From the Chart 16, a demand for monetary
restriction triggered a rise in the interest rate and vice versa. The financial sector
pressure chart appears to be an indicator of the slope (direction of the slope and
roughly the magnitude) of the development of the interest rate of the NBS with
some time lag.
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Chart 16: Development of the 2W repo rate of the NBS and the total “net” political
pressure on the NBS from financial sector
(2W repo rate is the official interest rate of the NBS - in %64, net political pressure on
the NBS from financial pressure - # of signals )

Source: NBS
Fifth, the situation concerning the pressure exercised by employers is very different in
Slovakia from Germany and the Czech Republic. There was just one signal demanding
monetary ease in Slovakia (as opposed to 36 in the Czech Republic and 55 in
Germany). The direction of the pressure is as mentioned towards monetary ease which
is in line with the „net“ pressure in Germany and the Czech Republic. Chart 17
illustrates the comparison of the pressure for the three countries.
There are several reasons for such a small number of pressure signals in Slovakia:
 One of the primary goals of the NBS is the exchange rate stability and the NBS
was especially sensitive to this issue.65 This was true even when the European
and international institutions recommended inverse movements of the key
interest rates. The NBS was fully aware the exchange rate was important as the
64
65

Monthly averages.
During the chairmanship of the both governors: Marian Jusko (1999 - 2004) and Ivan Šramko (2005 - ).
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Slovak economy (small open economy) was heavily dependent on export.
Although the overall growth (Chart 14) of the economy was enabling for
a stronger currency and more rapid decline in the exchange rate the the NBS
managed to keep the Slovak koruna weak proportionally to the healthy progress
of the economy, enabling for a more sensitive decline (Chart 18).66 This
optimization of the exchange rate and maintenance of favorable position for the
exporters (majority of the employers) was reached through careful interventions
on the foreign exchange and keeping of the key interest rate at relatively low
levels with a declining tendency (Chart 16). Consequently, having such a care
the employers had little need for exerting any serious pressure signalling on the
National Bank of Slovakia.

Chart 17: The total “net” political pressure on the NBS, the CNB and the
Bundesbank from employers
(“sum” of pressure signals; minus refers to demand for monetary ease)

Source: author`s calculations based on archiv.hnonline.sk, Geršl (2006, ), Maier (2002)

66

From 2006 – 2008 the exchange rate decline was more rapid which to fulfiling of the Maastricht criteria, strong
economy growth and consensus of the NBS and the government to reach as strongest currency as possible before the
introduction of euro (the central exchange rate parity was lowered for the second time in 30.5.2008 to a lower level of
30,126 which became the conversion rate).
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 the employers seem to look up to the decision making of the central bank and
majority of their signalling was supporting the actual central bank`s policy (as
will be seen in the next chapter).

Chart 18: Development of SKK/EUR exchange rate
(average monthly data, 1998 - 2005: floating exchange rate, 2005 - 2008: ERM II)

Source: NBS

Sixth, the pressure from the trade unions was even more rare than that of employers.
There was no pressure signal detected from the trade unions in Slovakia. Let us look at
Chart 19 for a graphic interpretation.
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Chart 19: The total “net” political pressure on the NBS, the CNB and the
Bundesbank from employers
(“sum” of pressure signals; minus refers to demand for monetary ease)

Source: author`s calculations based on archiv.hnonline.sk, Geršl (2006), Maier (2002)

In Germany and the Czech Republic the signaling was quite modest and towards
monetary ease. The fact there was no political pressure exercised by the trade unions in
Slovakia is even more intriguing considering that nearly throughout the whole studied
period the reformist right-winged goverment was holding power (1998-2006). One
possible explanation could be offered by the development of unemployement in
Slovakia. Consider Chart 20.
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Chart 20: Development of the unemployment
(in %, unemployment y-o-y monthly data)

Source: NBS

The declining unemployment with some minor fluctuations throughout the whole
studied period was a result of increasing foreign investments in Slovakia. The trade
unions could have been satisfied with this situation without a need to put pressure on the
NBS. Alternatively, it is possible the trade unions concentrated on different issues
concerning public spending, goverment`s employment policy, the new labour code. The
trade unions were not involved in a conflict with the NBS as more urgent matters
required their attention. The articles reviewed showed the trade unions conflicts were
mainly with the government (e.g. often criticizing the public spending of the
government).
And seven, the pressure exercised by other groups (journalists, members of academia,
politicians from the opposition, international institutions representatives, and the general
public) is shown in the Chart 21.
The pressure was very sporadic in Slovakia (just 9 pressure signals comparing to 57
signals in the Czech Republic and 178 signals in Germany). This sector was very active
in the Czech Republic (7.3 signals per year, opposing to 1.3 signals per year in
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Slovakia) – another huge difference between the states of the former Czechoslovakia. It
could be seen this pressure group was very heterogenous in Slovakia (the signals nearly
cancelled out – ratio 11.1%). It seems to be a natural fact as this group consists of very
different individuals and sub-groups. The most active sub-group exercising the pressure
on the NBS were IMF (International Monetary Fund) and other European/international
institutions (ECB, OECD). This is natural because Slovakia was during the studied
period on the verge to enter the EMU. The other sources group was very homogenous in
the Czech Republic which hints on harmonic consistency and perception of the policy
of the CNB by these rather independent groups. For Germany the group was 51.7%
consistent.
Chart 21: The total “net” political pressure on the NBS, the CNB and the
Bundesbank from other sources
(“sum” of pressure signals; minus refers to demand for monetary ease)

Source: author`s calculations based on archiv.hnonline.sk, Geršl (2006), Maier (2002)
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6. The construction and the role of the support variable

In this section we are going to closely examine the support for the monetary policy.
Following Maier (2002) and Geršl (2006) the articles expressing support for the actual
monetary policy were reviewed and assigned value of +1. The support examined is
considered regardless the actual monetary policy stance of the central bank. As the
theoretical literature suggests the role of the support is important when considering
political pressure on the central bank. It could eliminate pressure from the other interest
groups and enable central bank to concentrate on the important decisions about the
economic fundaments. Table 5 presents data for National Bank of Slovakia, Czech
National Bank and the Bundesbank. We could observe several interesting differences
among these three central banks.

trade unions

employers

financial sector

government

TOTAL

Table 5: Political support for central banks
NBS

CNB

Bundesbank

period covered

2001:12-2008-12

1997:6-2005:3

1960:1-1998:12

(number of months)

85

94

468

# support signals

27

90

311

(out of all support signals)

100%

100%

100%

# support signals per year

3.8

11.5

8

ratio (# support/# pressure)

32.9%

50%

59%

# support signals

2

8

90

(out of all support signals)

7.4%

8.9%

28.9%

# support signals per year

0.3

1

2.3

ratio (# support/# pressure)

33.3%

19.5%

105.9%

# support signals

4

36

111

(out of all support signals)

14.8%

40%

35.7%

# support signals per year

0.6

4.6

2.8

ratio (# support/# pressure)

6.5%

90%

79.3%

# support signals

8

4

59

(out of all support signals)

29.6%

4.4%

19%

# support signals per year

1.1

0.5

1.5

ratio (# support/# pressure)

800%

11.1%

107.3%

# support signals

0

0

6

(out of all support signals)

0%

0%

1.9%

# support signals per year

0

0

0.2

ratio (# support/# pressure)

n/a

0%

8.7%
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# support signals

13

42

45

(out of all support signals)

48.1%

46.7%

14.5%

# support signals per year

1.8

5.4

1.2

ratio (# support/# pressure)

100%

73.7%

25.3%

Source: author`s calculations based on archiv.hnonline.sk, Geršl (2006), Maier (2002)
As well as the number of the total pressure signals to the NBS the number of total
support signals to the NBS is the smallest from the three countries. There were detected
27 articles supporting the NBS (compared to 90 in the Czech Republic and 311 in
Germany). Naturally, the frequency of signaling per year is the smallest one for the
NBS, too. The NBS received very few signals from the government (which is in line
with the low number of pressure signals) and from the trade unions (literally no signals).
The Czech Republic also received no support from the trade unions. This situation in
both countries could be explained by the arguments in the previous section.67 The
financial sector in Slovakia supported the NBS very little, comparing to relative huge
support in the Czech Republic or Germany (only 0.6 signals per year for Slovakia,
whereas 4.6 in the Czech Republic and 2.8 in Germany). This is in line with the
theoretical literature because the financial sector is the most active exercising pressure
in Slovakia. The most active supporters in Slovakia were employers and other sources
groups. The employers put forward 1.1 signals per year in Slovakia which is
comparable to 1.5 signals per year in Germany (only 0.5 signals per year in the Czech
Republic). It shows the employers in Slovakia and Germany respect the policy of
central banks and support them regularly. In addition this high frequency of supporting
from employers in Slovakia is compensated by very low number of pressure signals
which is consistent with the theoretical literature.
The most interesting variable it is worth to look at is the ratio of support signals to
pressure signals. This variable shows the homogenity within the group. As described by
Geršl (2006) a very low ratio would indicate the group is putting pressure mainly on
monetary policy, 100% ratio would indicate there is an intensive debate within the
group because the there is the same amount of signals supporting monetary policy and
putting pressure on it, and finally, a very high ratio over 100% would indicate the group
is supporting the actual monetary policy.

67

Transforming economies, relative infancy of the central banks, relative respect, etc.
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Totally, this ratio is 50-60% for the Czech Republic and Germany. It means there was
some debate within all political groups but they were putting pressure more than
supporting the central bank. In Slovakia there was even more pressure exercised from
this point of view, as the ratio amounted to 36.5%. The government was homogenous in
the case of the CNB (19.5%), slightly less homogenous in the case of the NBS (33.3%)
which is still in accordance with the theoretical literature. Empirics from these two
former Communist countries does support the notion of „everlasting“ conflict of interest
between the government and the central bank. A divergence from this rule could be seen
in the case of the Bundesbank where the support-pressure ratio amounted 105.9%. The
German Government was rather supporting the Bundesbank which could be explained
by a very high respect of the German Government for the Bundesbank. Still there was
a lot of debate.
Financial sector for the case of the NBS is fairly consistent (ratio of 6.9%) compared to
the high ratios in the case of the Bundesbank or the CNB.
For the employers sector the three countries differ substantially and the ratio for each
country represents one of the possible scenarios. Huge 800% in the case of the NBS
tells us the support for the National Bank of Slovakia was immense. As previously
mentioned the Slovak economy is heavily dependent on export and this is very well
known to the NBS. Thus the politics of the NBS is very well synchronized with the
public declarations of the employers sector. In the case of the CNB the ratio was 11.1%
which indicates prevailing pressure over support. And for the Bundesbank the pressure
relative to support ratio amounted to 107.3% which is the case of intense debate within
the employers group.
For the trade unions there are virtually no signals so the ratios play no role. And finally,
the ratio for the unspecified groups amounted to 144.4% in the case of the NBS which
means there is more of a pressure on the central bank than support. From the three
countries the ratio for the NBS was the highest.
Note:
This support relative to pressure ratio could be a little bit misleading because the
government does not necessarily have to be in a conflict with the central bank at
all times. There are times during the political business cycle when government
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pursues the same goals as the central bank. It is possible to explain why the
government does not have to be in a conflict with the central bank at all times. In
the middle of the political business cycle when the government is less worried
about the elections pursuing the independent economically „healthy“ goals of
the central bank should be a good alternative. What is more this participation on
good economic politicy is easily advertised by the government to the broad
public. This was shown in the case of Slovakia under the Mikuláš Dzurinda`s
pro-reformist government and under current Fico`s government. The majority of
economic decisions were in line with the NBS. To conclude this idea the support
signals do not have to be in opposition to the pressure signals. The ratio of 100%
does not have to mean there is an intense debate within the group. If the different
members of the group signalled both pressure and support in one unit of time
and the ratio would be calculated for each separate unit of time and aggregated
then it would be perfectly correct. But the ratio is time dependent and actions
done months or years apart have different contexts.68 The government could well
be sometimes agreeable of the central bank`s policy and sometimes not.
Chart 22 gives us a further illustration of the total political support for the three
countries. Slovakia tends to differ for all studied political sectors from the other
countries. As table 5 suggests the case of the NBS si different in every political sector
from the other countries and the total number of support signals is more more modest. 69
However, there could be found some patterns of similarity. It would be difficult to
compare the support for the NBS with the support for the Bundesbank but quite
reasonable to compare it with the support for the CNB. The peaks of suport tends to be
higher in both countries earlier on with decreasing tendency later on. The support for
the NBS is thus considered to be significant comparable to the support for the CNB.

68

There is some time lag caused by the later publishing of the article to the former real declarations.
Due to the higher number of reviewed newspapers for the case of the Bundesbank and more active political groups
in the case of the CNB.
69
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Chart 22: The total political support for the Bundesbank, the CNB and the NBS
(number of support signals)

Source: author`s calculations based on archiv.hnonline.sk, Geršl (2006), Maier (2002)

Following Geršl (2006) we examine whether the total pressure to the NBS does
correspond with the total support for the NBS. We are interested wheter the political
pressure was “the spark” that triggered the political support or the other way round.
Chart 12 and chart 22 do not give us a definite answer wheter there is some relationship,
so we shall use some more rigorous econometric tools. We conduct couple of tests.
We create two variables: pressure_t_a and support_t which stand for absolute value of
total amount of monthly political pressure and support signals, respectively. The
correlation between these two variables is quite low (0,105) which hints at very bare
relationship. However, a test on instantaneous causality suggesst the opposite. Look at
Table 6.

Table 6: Test for instantaneous causality
(monthly data, sample: 5:2002-12:2008, observations: 80)
Lags

Null hypothesis

Test stat.

Prob.

4

No inst. causality between "pressure_t_a" and "support_t"

3.5558

0.0593
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Although instantaneous causality is not such a reliable test70 it indicates there might be
some causal relationship between total pressure and total support. In order to explore
this we are going to employ Granger causality test. Consult Table 7.
Table 7: Granger causality tests
(mothly data, samples respectively: 5:2002-12:2008, 9:2002-12:2008, 11:2002-12:2008)
Lags

Null hypothesis

Obser.

Test stat.

Prob.

4

"support_t" do not Granger-cause "pressure_t_a"

80

0.9770

0.4343

4

"pressure_t_a" do not Granger-cause "support_t"

80

0.3462

0.8839

8

"support_t" do not Granger-cause "pressure_t_a"

76

1.8152

0.0735

8

"pressure_t_a" do not Granger-cause "support_t"

76

0.6988

0.7087

10

"support_t" do not Granger-cause "pressure_t_a"

74

1.9542

0.0462

10

"pressure_t_a" do not Granger-cause "support_t"

74

0.6902

0.7314

We can see the total support granger causes total pressure ten lags behind and more.
The causality may not be as strong with so many lags in the equation because of certain
bias and because with decreasing number of observations we lose data in already
limited sample. Nevertheless, there is some causality present and this causality is totally
opposite to the findings on the CNB (2006)71 and the Bundesbank (2002)72. They find
articles demanding a change in monetary policy brought about articles supporting the
actual policy of respective central bank.
If we take political pressure from the financial sector, construct pressure_f_a variable
with absolute values of the monthly pressure signals and conduct Granger causality test
with respect to support_t we obtain interesting results. Look at Table 8.

70

Because it broughts vector innovations to the system.
Geršl (2006), p. 16.
72
Maier (2002), p. 105.
71
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Table 8: Granger causality tests
(monthly data, sample: 10:2002-12:2008, observations: 75)
Lags

Null hypothesis

Test stat.

Prob.

9

"support_t" do not Granger-cause "pressure_f_a"

0.7648

0.6621

9

"pressure_f_a" do not Granger-cause "support_t"

1.6385

0.1062

Even though the correlation is just -0,028, and the instantaneous causality test offers no
significant results, the Granger causality is almost significant at 10% level. It is possible
to say some (significant) part of total support may be triggered by the pressure from
financial sector (as the main pressure group in the case of the NBS). Based on this
discussion we might conclude the pressure from the financial sector may have caused
support to arise which in turn induced political pressure from all the groups on a lagged
basis.
Let us speculate that too much pressure and critics from the financial sector inspired
employers and other sources (mainly international institutions and independent
economists) to support the NBS. But as the employers` main concern was the
favourable exchange rate, the other groups were more concerned about the overall state
of economy and so they exterted pressure. Alternatively, the international institutions
occasionally supported NBS but could have feared that too much assurance to the NBS
may lead to the irrensponsibility in its decision-making. So after some time they
signalled towards some changes in monetary policy as they thought there was a certain
room for improvements.
Even intuitively, this relationship might be cyclical and continuous: if pressure causes
support, and too much support brings about false sense of security, so then new pressure
arises as a form of supervision etc. And we could countinue like this on and on.
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7. Emergence of the political pressure on the NBS

In this chapter we will carefully examine the reasons and the background for the
emergence of the total political pressure exerted on the National Bank of Slovakia. We
have already done economic explanation as to why the financial sector exerted pressure
on the NBS. Now, we will repeat the process for the total pressure from all political
groups with a more rigorous econometric analysis.
As we could see in the Table 4 the pressure exerted was more towards monetary ease
than towards monetary contraction (82 signals, 19.5% for monetary ease). However the
signalling for monetary ease was not as explicit as in the case of the CNB (ratio of
92.2%). We could say the political pressure groups were quite satisfied with the policy
of the NBS or reacted to the current economic developments with a certain flexibility.
Chart 23 represents the total political pressure on the NBS with the dates of the
elections that took place during the period 2001 - 2008. It is important to point out,
there was no pressure signalling towards monetary ease in the months prior to elections
and what is more, there was even pressure signalling towards monetary restriction prior
to the parliamentary elections in 2006. This is contrasting with the case of the the CNB
(Geršl 2006) where the political pressure for monetary ease was clearly existent prior to
the elections. From this ituitive analysis of the pressure on the NBS we deduce the case
of the National Bank of Slovakia does not support the PBC hypothesis.
There are several high pressure areas in Chart 23 that should be more carefully
analysed. It is the end of 2002, the period from the end of 2003 untill the beginning of
2004, the end of 2005 and the beginning of 2007.
First, there was an increase in the rate of inflation (Chart 15) in 2002 which was caused
by the increase in the prices of fuels and energies (cause by the increase in crude oil
price in the world markets). This effect was slightly absorbed by the strenghtening of
the Slovak koruna relative to the USD. This strengthening could also be visible in the
SKK/EUR exchange rate in the form of a little bump on Chart 18. The changes of the
regulated prices (for example gas) also contributed to the increase of overall inflation.
The inflation was soon stabilized and the financial sector along with the government
fearing a strong currency might handicap exporters, having unemployment considerably
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low (Chart 20), interest rates still at high levels (Chart 16) and wanting to boost the
growth of the economy, pushed strongly for monetary contraction. The pressure peak is
shortly after the elections took place as if completely ignoring the electoral cycle. 73

Chart 23: The total “net” political pressure on the NBS
(“sum” of pressure signals; minus refers to demand for monetary ease)

Source: author`s calculations based on archiv.hnonline.sk

Second, there was a considerable amount of pressure exerted in the period from the end
of 2003 untill beginning of 2004. In 2003, many new laws have passed (including new
income tax law, companies register law, etc.) and Slovakia became a member of NATO.
The unemployment (Chart 20) has reached a new record level (15.6%) in 2003 but by
the end of the year there was further considerable increase. Due to the institutional
changes the economy had more room to grow freely with the GDP growth still
considerably low (Chart 14). Aware of these facts and considering the threat of high
73

This notion suggests the violation of the basic PBC hypothesis.
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unemployment74, the government together with the financial sector have signalled
substantially towards a decrease in the key central bank interest rate.
Third, at the end of 2005 the total political pressure on the NBS was exerted just by the
financial sector. As explained in Chapter 475 the unemployment was reasonably low
while a rise in inflation occurred so financial sector signalled for monetary contraction
in an attempt for stabilization of the economy. The interest rate was shortly increased by
the NBS.
Fourth, the last and biggest pressure peak (beginning of 2007) was also produced by
the financial sector with some minor help of the other sources. The situation was briefly
described in the previous chapter. Let us look at it more specifically.
„Real GDP grew by 10.4 per cent in 2007, helped by buoyant performances in
the automotive and electronics sectors.The country almost doubled its car
production in 2007 and is now the world’s largest car manufacturer in per
capita terms. The fiscal deficit amounted to 2.2 per cent of GDP in 2007 (down
from a peak of 12.2 per cent in 2000), thanks to a significant reduction in
expenditure and despite the introduction of the second-pillar pensions
(mandatory private pension schemes) that added just over 1 per cent of GDP a
year to outlays. Government debt decreased to 29 per cent of GDP in 2007.“76
As asserted before this fine ecomic performance motivated the financial sector for more
monetary contraction to maximal boost of the economy. The reaction of the NBS was
a slight decrease while holding the interest rate constant for a considerable period of
time. The NBS perceived the interest rate to be sufficiently low and it was seriously
preparing for the adoption of the Euro while sustaining the Maastricht criteria.

74

Which is not profitable for the economy and which would trigger criticism from the European institutions
monitoring readiness of Slovakia to join the EU and consequently the EMU.
75
The fourth point - describing the pressure from financial sector.
76
The Transition Report
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As we have discussed, the emergence of the pressure is linked to some changes in the
underlying economic processes. Apparently the developments in GDP, inflation and
exchange rate were the main causes for the emergence of pressure. We shall examine
which of these indicators caused the pressure to arise more formally. Similarly to Geršl
(2006)77, we estimate „pressure“ reaction function for the total „net“ pressure exercised
on the NBS (pressure_t). Consider the following reaction function:
pressure_tt = c + a1gdp_gapt-1 + a2∆er_skkeurt-1 + a3∆cpit-1 + εt

(1)

The hypothesis behind equation (1) is that pressure for monetary ease emerges if:
 GDP gap is negative (a1 is positive)78,
 exchange rate appreciates (a2 is positive),
 inflation is declining (a3 is positive).
The results are depicted in Table 9.
Table 9: Regression results
Method: OLS (linear regression)
Dependent variable: pressure_t
Number of observations: 84

Sample: 1:2002-12:2008, monthly data

Variable

Coefficient

St. Error

Constant

0.0460351735

0.1827164977

0.2519486422

[0.8017]

gdp_gap[-1]

0.1716276212

0.0842836653

2.0363094167

[0.0450]

d_er_skkeur[-1]

0.5232461745

0.3504408189

1.493108526

[0.1393]

d_cpi_[-1]

-0.2754997467

0.2346241492

-1.1742173497

[0.2438]

R2 adj.

4.0326645521%

R2

7.5013634237%

Durbin-Watson

1.2921

77

t-statistic

Prob.

Geršl (2006), p. 20.
All the variables were tested to be stationary. For GDP gap we calculated proxies of monthly GDP gaps as
follows:
 from GDP growth (4Q) we subtracted GDP gap (4Q) (from http://www.economywatch.com/) to obtain
proxy for potential GDP growth (4Q),
 we interpolated quartlerly data for GDP growth to get monthly values,
 from interpolated monthly GDP growths we substracted proxy for potential GDP growth (4Q) to get
proxies of monthly GDP gaps,
 the process was repeated for all studied years (2001-2008).
78
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Our hypothesis holds for all the coefficients except the inflation where the sign was
negative. However, it is insignificant as the majority of the variables. Only gdp_gap[-1]
had significant effect on the emergence of the pressure. Furthermore, we have tested
various lagged structures of the reaction function according to significance and Akaike
information criteria. We confirm that only the GDP gap is responsible for the
emergence of the pressure. More specifically, we found out that gdp_gap has more
explanatory power than gdp_gap[-1]. Equation (2) represents our trimmed version of
„pressure“ reaction function. For results of the regression consult Table 10.
pressure_tt = c + a1gdp_gapt + εt

(2)

Table 10: Regression results
Method: OLS (linear regression)
Dependent variable: pressure_t
Number of observations: 85

Sample: 12:2001-12:2008, monthly data

Variable

Coefficient

St. Error

t-statistic

Prob.

Constant

-0.0435835621

0.1726916298

-0.2523779649

[0.8014]

gdp_gap

0.1784709219

0.0824515731

2.1645544797

[0.0333]

R2 adj.

4.2028666833%
Durbin-Watson

1.2113

2

R

5.3433087466%

We can conclude the pressure groups are commited exclusively to the perceived current
GDP developments79. Thus, the political groups generate pressure if they feel there is a
room for the current GDP to rise in order to match the potential GDP growth. This way
they could boost the economy and pursue their political aspirations.
As the financial sector is the key pressure group in Slovakia we estimate „pressure“
reaction function for „net“ pressure on the NBS from the financial sector (pressure_f).
Similarly, to the total „net“ pressure (pressure_t) the gdp_gap is the only significant
variable that could explain the emergence of the pressure from the financial sector.

79

The perceived current GDP developments are simply forecasted developments.
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Equation (3) represents this relationship between pressure_f and gdp_gap. Afterwards,
we run simple regression and write down results in Table 11.
pressure_ft = c + a1gdp_gapt + εt

(3)

Table 11: Regression results
Method: OLS (linear regression)
Dependent variable: pressure_f
Number of observations: 85

Sample: 12:2001-12:2008, monthly data

Variable

Coefficient

St. Error

t-statistic

Prob.

Constant

0.0513804073

0.1408662816

0.3647459614

[0.7162]

gdp_gap

0.1795151122

0.067256569

2.6691089778

[0.0091]

R2 adj.

6.7952299454%
Durbin-Watson

1.0689

2

R

7.9048105413%

As the results (p-value, coefficiet, R2) indicate the pressure from the financial sector is
slightly better explained by the GDP gap than the total pressure. The financial sector
was not much concerned about exchange rate 80 or inflation (which was relatively
stable). In the situation where unemployment is declining the GDP developments were
very important for financial sector, which felt economy should be boosted to its full
potential81.
Note:
Since we do various tests for the total pressure and pressure from the financial
sector it is interesting to note there are relationships between them. There is
a high correlation (0,88) between these two variables. It is natural that these two
variables are related to high extent as the pressure from financial sector
constitutes 75.6% of the total pressure signalling (Table 4).

80

Which is of greater concern to the central bank (NBS) or employers as we will see later.
This results support our intuitive analysis of the financial sector signalling in chapter 4.2 where we saw the GDP
growth plays a key role.
81
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8. The effect of political pressure on monetary policy of the
NBS

In the previous chapters we have presented indicator for political pressure on the NBS
and examined the patterns of pressure across pressure groups and time. However, the
aim of this diploma thesis is to find out whether the pressure from political groups had
a significant effect on the NBS`s decisions about monetary policy. In this chapter we
will attempt to answer this question.
To see if the change in NBS`s interest rate (∆_interest_r)82 is linked to the total „net“
pressure (pressure_t) we estimate equation (5). The estimation is inspired by Geršl
(2006)83.
∆interest_rt = a1∆interest_rt-1 + a2pressure_tt + εt

(5)

The hypothesis which is behind this equation says the central bank does not change
interests rates suddenly but does it gradually to prevent drastic changes in the money
markets. Therefore, we include in the equation the lagged value of the interest rate
change. The regression results are presented in Table 12.
Table 12: Regression results
Method: OLS (linear regression)
Dependent variable: d_interest_r
Number of observations: 84

82
83

Sample: 1:2002-12:2008, monthly data

Variable

Coefficient

St. Error

t-statistic

Prob.

d_interest_r[-1]

0.3248209037

0.1062697041

3.0565710749

[0.0030]

pressure_t

0.0417443678

0.0175211604

2.3825115963

[0.0195]

R2 adj.

11.827601978%

R2

12.889920026%

Durbin-Watson

2.0597

2W repo rate is used as it is the most reliable one.
Geršl (2006), p. 21.
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The results show that the NBS reacted to the total pressure from the all pressure groups.
Our results are comparable to that of Geršl`s (2006)84. The coefficient for the total
pressure in the case of the NBS is 0.042 and 0.05 in the case of the CNB. Interestingly,
also the coefficients for the lagged change in the central bank interest rates are almost
identical. 0.325 in the case of the NBS and 0.32 in the case of the CNB. These
similarities could hint on similar patterns between pressure signalling in the the Slovak
Republic and the Czech Republic. However, we should not be hasty about our
conclusions because it is possible that the CNB and the NBS conducted independent
monetary policies based on economic fundaments, which by incident were in line with
the pressure. There might be third factors that influenced both the pressure and interest
rate which have to be considered. Before estimating this „complete“ reaction function
based not only on pressure but also on economic variables there is something that
requires out attention.
For the sake of precision we must point out there is an equation that better captures the
relationship between the interest rate changes and the total pressure. We have found it
by experimeting with different combinations of lagged pressure. Equation (6)
accomodates lagged pressure_t which is a more reliable estimate of the changes in
interest rates. Consult Table 13 for regression results.
∆interest_rt = a1∆interest_rt-1 + a2pressure_tt-1 + εt

(6)

Table 13: Regression results
Method: OLS (linear regression)
Dependent variable: d_interest_r
Number of observations: 84

Sample: 1:2001-12:2008, monthly data

Variable

Coefficient

St. Error

t-statistic

Prob.

d_interest_r[-1]

0.2745680449

0.109220737

2.5138820002

[0.0139]

pressure_t[-1]

0.0476101103

0.0178191428

2.6718518934

[0.0091]

R2 adj.

13.274178126%

R2

14.319067546%

Durbin-Watson

2.0251

84

Geršl (2006), p. 21.
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The results imply the lagged pressure_t is more significant than pressure_t (although
lagged interest_r is more significant now than before). The R2 is of higher value in this
equation with lagged pressure, so we may conclude the interest rate changes reacted
more to the pressure from previous month. It is natural since there is not a complete
knowledge of all pressure signalling in the current month.
In a similar manner we analysed if the pressure from the financial sector had any
significant impact on the interest rate changes. Various combinations of lagged
variables were tested and similar equation to equation (6) was estimated. Let us
consider equation (7).
∆interest_rt = a1∆interest_rt-1 + a2pressure_ft-1 + εt

(7)

We can see the results of the regression in Table 14. Once again the political pressure
from the financial sector has higher explanatory value than total pressure. We can see
the coefficient of the lagged pressure_f is higher and more significant than coefficient
of the lagged pressure_t (Table 13). It suggests there is a higher consistency among
members within one pressure group, than among members across pressure groups; and
this higher consistency is better readable by the NBS. Alternatively, the NBS might
have had succumbed more to the wishes of the financial sector comparing to the other
pressure groups.
Table 14: Regression results

Method: OLS (linear regression)
Dependent variable: d_interest_r
Number of observations: 84

Sample: 1:2001-12:2008, monthly data

Variable

Coefficient

St. Error

t-statistic

Prob.

d_interest_r[-1]

0.3209171086

0.10529232

3.0478681512

[0.0031]

pressure_f[-1]

0.0562762363

0.0208764831

2.6956760929

[0.0085]

R2 adj.

13.398415347%

R2

14.441807933%

Durbin-Watson

2.0170
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Now let us proceed to estimate more sophisticated reaction function of the NBS
including economic variables and shortly afterwards add the pressure variable 85 to
obtain „complete“ reaction function of the NBS.
In their decision-making process central banks adjust their interest rates according to
economic fundaments. The NBS pursued inflation-targeting and exchange rate stability
goals during 2001-2008. The output gap was also probably a very important aspect to be
considered by the NBS since the Slovak Republic was rapidly expanding and aspired to
enter the EMU. Furthermore, the lagged change in interest rates should be incorporated
in a reaction function as a form of „smoothing“ strategy by the central bank. Following
Geršl (2006)86, we estimate the reaction function of the NBS to economic variables with
the exception we take lagged values of output gap, inflation and exchange rate changes,
as the current values were not known and were hard to predict. Thus, the reaction
function is estimated as follows:
∆interest_rt = a1∆interest_rt-1 + a2∆er_skkeurt-1 + a3∆cpit-1 + a4gdp_gapt-1+ εt

(8)

Table 15 shows results for the regression. We could see the lagged exchange rate
changes87 and the lagged interest rate changes are the only significant variables. It
seems some of our assumptions were incorrect. The NBS did not take lagged output gap
nor the lagged inflation changes into its considerations. Since the output had rising
tendencies throughout the whole period, its growing potential was more of a concern for
the pressure groups (as shown before). Inflation was reasonable so the primary goal for
NBS was the exchange rate stability.

85

As the previous analysis suggests it has a real validity and as it is being of the key interest in this study.
Geršl (2006), p.22.
87
This is conrasting to the case of the CNB where the current exchange rate changes were more explanatory.
86
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Table 15: Regression results
Method: OLS (linear regression)
Dependent variable: d_interest_r
Number of observations: 84
Variable

Sample: 1:2002-12:2008, monthly data

Coefficient

St. Error

d_interest_r[-1]

0.3213372158

0.1082538217

2.9683683283

[0.0040]

d_er_skkeur[-1]

0.1185005298

0.0545106376

2.1738973359

[0.0327]

d_cpi_[-1]

0.0280647973

0.0382585874

0.7335555013

[0.4654]

gdp_gap[-1]

0.0109085786

0.0129065584

0.8451965487

[0.4005]

R2 adj.

10.808076278%

R2

14.03188075%

t-statistic

Durbin-Watson

Prob.

2.0097

There were several factors (some of them mentioned before) why the NBS may have
stressed control of the exchange rate so much:
 The Slovak Republic is a small open economy dependent on export so the
favourable exchange rate is vitally important for the exporters. The NBS was
fully aware of this.
 The Slovak Republic was on the crossroad between two regimes (transforming
from command economy into capatalitst economy, entering the EMU). So there
was a lot of activity from foreign investors, speculators on the exchange market.
The NBS had to intervene many times, depreciating the Slovak koruna. It was
very protective of the exchange rate.
 One of the Maastricht criteria imposed limits on the exchange rate (ERM II).
So in order to get rid of the unimportant variables we shorten equation (8) to get the
following reaction function:
∆interest_rt = a1∆interest_rt-1 + a2∆er_skkeurt-1 + εt
Table 16 shows the regression results for equation (9).

80

(9)
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Table 16: Regression results
Method: OLS (linear regression)
Dependent variable: d_interest_r
Number of observations: 84

Sample: 1:2001-12:2008, monthly data

Variable

Coefficient

St. Error

t-statistic

Prob.

d_interest_r[-1]

0.3367189541

0.1060487028

3.1751350566

[0.0021]

d_er_skkeur[-1]

0.1228980863

0.0542544608

2.2652162489

[0.0261]

R2 adj.

11.275930655%

R2

12.344895346%

Durbin-Watson

2.0053

To „complete“ the reaction function of the NBS, we now plug the lagged pressure
variable from the equation (6) into the equation (9)88. We get the following reaction
function:
∆interest_rt = a1∆interest_rt-1 + a2∆er_skkeurt-1 + a3pressure_tt-1 + εt

(10)

Table 17: Regression results
Method: OLS (linear regression)
Dependent variable: d_interest_r
Number of observations: 84

Sample: 1:2002-12:2008, monthly data

Variable

Coefficient

St. Error

t-statistic

Prob.

d_interest_r[-1]

0.2557915863

0.1071279629

2.3877200623

[0.0193]

d_er_skkeur[-1] 0.1149223386

0.052532704

2.1876341742

[0.0316]

pressure_t[-1]

0.0453811836

0.0174512936

2.6004481199

[0.0111]

R2 adj.

17.101407277%

R2

19.098963728%

Durbin-Watson

2.0418

From Table 17 we could see that all the variables are significant. Thus equation (10) is
an improvement to equations (6) and (9)89. The R2 indicates the explanatory value of the
last reaction function is higher than in the preceeding cases and the value or significance
88
89

Alternatively said, we combine equation (6) and (9).
Table 68 is an improvement to Tables 64 and 67.
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of the pressure coefficient barely changes 90. At this point it would be possible to
conclude that pressure from the all political groups is a significant variable in explaining
the change in interest rates.
However to challenge „potential co-linearity“91 between interest rate and total pressure
we use a slightly modified approach proposed by Geršl (2006)92. We decompose the
pressure variable into part that is explained by economic fundaments (gdp_gap) and the
part that is not explained. To achieve this we extract the residuals from slightly
modified93 equation (2). Chart 24 depicts the total pressure variable together with its
residuals.

Chart 24: Total pressure and its respective residuals

So
urce: author`s calculations based on archive.hnonline.sk, economywatch.com and
nbs.sk
90

The coefficient of the pressure variable in the case of CNB was 0.05 Geršl (2006, page 22) which is comparable to
the coefficient (0.045) of the lagged pressure variable in the case of the NBS. However pressure variable in the case
of the CNB turned out to be slightly insignificant.
91
Our findings are:
 pressure_t is explained only by gdp_gap, and
 interest_r is explained only by interest_r[-1] and d_er_skkeur[-1],
so there should be no problem using pressure_t to explain interest_r in equation (10). However, Table 9 indicates
pressure_t could be also linked to inflation or exchange rate, with small significany; and Table 15 suggests interest_r
could be also linked to output gap and inflation, with limited significancy. Therefore, these common explaining
variables, although hardly sifinicant may cause „potential co-linearity“.
92
Geršl (2006), p. 22.
93
We banish the constant as it is very insignificant (Table 61) getting the following equation: pressure_tt =
a1gdp_gapt + εt.
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We plug these residuals (residuals_t[-1]) into equation (9). We obtain following
reaction function:
∆interest_rt = a1∆interest_rt-1 + a2∆er_skkeurt-1 + a3residuals_tt-1 + εt

(11)

Regression analysis brings us the following results (Table 69):
Table 18: Regression results
Method: OLS (linear regression)
Dependent variable: d_interest_r
Number of observations: 84

Sample: 1:2002-12:2008, monthly data

Variable

Coefficient

St. Error

t-statistic

Prob.

d_interest_r[-1]

0.2733578644

0.1066711592

2.5626220465

[0.0122]

d_er_skkeur[-1]

0.1171796128

0.0528652147

2.2165731008

[0.0295]

residuals_t[-1]

0.0423437271

0.0179757038

2.3556088561

[0.0209]

R2 adj.

15.939148068%

R2

17.964710765%

Durbin-Watson

2.0410

The regression results confirm the previous findings (Table 17) that total pressure is
a significant variable in explaining interest rate changes. Thus, the NBS took into
account not only economic fundaments (lagged changes in the interest and the exchange
rates)94 when deciding about the monetary policy but also accomodated to the wishes of
the pressure groups. More specifically, the NBS reacted to the pressure signalling from
one month previous to the current date95. The coefficient of pressure residuals (0.0423)
in the case of the NBS is comparable to the appropriate coefficient (0.05)96 in the case
of CNB.
Now, we shall replicate the modified approach for the financial sector. In a similar
manner, we use the residuals from a slightly modified equation (3)97. We estimate
respective reaction function:

94

Possibly some other - less significant economic variables.
Different lagged values of pressure variable were tested. It i exclusively one lag in the pressure variable that was
highly significant.
96
Even though it proved to be slightly insignificant. See Geršl (2006), p. 22.
97
Regression without a constant: pressure_ft = a1gdp_gapt + εt
95
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∆interest_rt = a1∆interest_rt-1 + a2∆er_skkeurt-1 + a3residuals_ft-1 + εt

(12)

To see the results of regression look at Table 19.
Table 19: Regression results
Method: OLS (linear regression)
Dependent variable: d_interest_r
Number of observations: 84

Sample: 1:2002-12:2008, monthly data

Variable

Coefficient

St. Error

t-statistic

Prob.

d_interest_r[-1]

0.3158140495

0.1036072734

3.0481841575

[0.0031]

d_er_skkeur[-1]

0.1150843147

0.0529146384

2.1749050553

[0.0325]

residuals_f[-1]

0.050388286

0.0213974312

2.3548754739

[0.0209]

R2 adj.

15.935792658%

R2

17.961436209%

Durbin-Watson

2.0447

It is evident the pressure from financial sector was accomodated by the NBS. The
significance of residuals_f[-1] is identical to residuals_t[-1] and additionally the
coefficient is higher for residuals_f[-1] (0.0504) than for residuals_t[-1] (0.0423).
Therefore, the financial sector as the main signalling pressure group in the Slovak
Republic had a consistent significant impact on the NBS`s decisions.
Secondly, to complete our analysis we examine whether the pressure from government
(pressure_g) had any significant effect on monetary policy of the NBS. As there are so
few pressure signals from government98, the variable pressure_g is unexplainable by
underlying economic developments. As no residuals are needed now, we plug
(pressure_g) directly into equation (9). The following reaction function emerges:
∆interest_rt = a1∆interest_rt-1 + a2∆er_skkeurt-1 + a3pressure_gt-1 + εt
Table 20 lists the results of the regression.

98

Therefore, so many zeros in the monthly data.

84

(13)
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Table 20: Regression results
Method: OLS (linear regression)
Dependent variable: d_interest_r
Number of observations: 84

Sample: 1:2002-12:2008, monthly data

Variable

Coefficient

St. Error

t-statistic

Prob.

d_interest_r[-1]

0.3169001661

0.1061186187

2.9862824265

[0.0037]

d_er_skkeur[-1]

0.112237911

0.0543354224

2.0656490029

[0.0421]

pressure_g[-1]

0.1266738297

0.0852680156

1.4855960785

[0.1413]

R2 adj.

12.562956704%

R2

14.669873409%

Durbin-Watson

2.0019

As we have assumed the pressure from the government is not significant due to the
limited number of observations, however the insignificance is not that high.
Hereby, we examined whether the total pressure, the pressure from the financial sector
(as the main signalling group in the Slovak Republic) and the pressure from the
government (as the key signalling group in most PBC theories) had any significant
effect on the monetary policy of the NBS. For a complete picture look at Chart 25 for
a comparison of pressure signalling patterns in time between the total pressure, pressure
from the financial sector and pressure from the government.
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Table 131: Total pressure, pressure from government and pressure from financial
sector on the NBS

Source: author`s calculations based on archive.hnonline.sk

To summarize our thorough analysis the pressure signalling on the National Bank of
Slovakia, we can observe:
 There was relatively few pressure signals on NBS from all political groups but
the signals had significant effect on the NBS`s monetary policy.
 The financial sector is the biggest signalling group and its wishes are
accomodated by the NBS. Its impact on monetary policy is slightly more
significant than the impact of the all pressure groups together. It is natural since
one pressure group avoids inconsistency present across individual pressure
groups.
 Pressure from the politicians was very scarce and once present it had slightly
insignificant impact on the monetary policy of the NBS. Although, it still had
some limited explanatory value.
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9. Conclusions

It is generally accepted that independence of central banks is a vital aspect of a healthy
economy. However, central banks usually face political pressure from number of
pressure groups including governemnt, financial sector, employers, trade unions,
general public and last but not least from various international institutions. In this
diploma thesis we have researched existing literature on political business cycles to find
out an appropriate approach to measure and explain the the political pressure on the
National Bank of Slovakia, the central Bank of the Slovak Republic. Thus, we have
found and employed the methodology firstly presented by Havrilesky (1993) for
measuring the political pressure on the U.S. Federal Reserve and further extended by
Maier (2002), who applied it on the Deutsche Bundesbank. In addition, this
methodology was modified by Geršl (2006), who studied political pressure on the
Czech National Bank. He extended econometric apporach for the application on small
open economies. The direction, intenstity and time patterns of the pressure were
examined, compared with the patterns of the pressure on the Fed, the Bundesbank and
the CNB, and explained. Furthermore, the patterns and the role of public support for the
monetary policy were discussed, and finally, the ulimate goal of this thesis, the effect of
the political pressure on the monetary policy of the NBS was estimated.
The National Bank of Slovakia faced pressure towards monetary ease in the periods
2002-2004 and 2006-2008, and pressure towards monetary tightness in the period 20042006. The pressure on the NBS was considerably lower comparing to the pressure on
the Fed, The Bundesbank, slightly lower than the pressure on the CNB, and with
monetary ease-tightness peaks comparable to the pressure on the Fed.
The the first principal conclusion of this diploma thesis is that the National Bank of
Slovakia succumbed to the political pressure. The formal independence of the NBS
failed to prove to be factual as well. Apparently, pressure singalling is not the domain
of politicians in the Slovak Republic. Financial sector does the main job and functions
as a supervisor to the economic developments in the country. As the Slovak Republic
was on its transition path from command economy to the capitalist „euro economy“, the
financial sector had the best knowledge of the economic framework.
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These conclusions do empirically complete the literature on the political business
cycles, more specifically, on political pressure on the central banks. It is evident there is
a number of pressure groups which are interested in the monetary policy of the central
bank and which have not been yet considered by the majority of the extensive literature
on the political business cycles. In many PBC models, the incumbent government was
thought to be the only pressure group.
The second pricipal conclusion is that pressure on the NBS was exercised during the
whole period 2001-2008 ignoring the upcoming elections and even pressure for
monetary restrictons emerged before elections in 2006. This clearly supports the
concept of a conflict political business cycle model and the importancy of a context in
which the analysis takes place.
Although some authors say that one cannot measure pressure exactly, as there is number
of informal channels through which pressure might work, we recommend this
methodology to be applied to another countries. Its simple, yet sincere delivery proved
to bring fruitul results.
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